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the student magazine of coastal carolina university 
volume one - issue one 
double, but don't run to the optometrist 
Tempo will be published every semester. 
Fall 99 issue includes: 
Veterans on Campus 
Distance Learning 
Biking Across Country 
Have any other ideas ... contact us! 
Tempo 349-2396 ortempoart@alan.coastal.edu. 
yet. 
Editor's note 
My career as a Coastal 
student is rapidly coming to a 
close. These past three years 
have been a wonderful 
experience. Duringthistime, 
I have been fortunate to be 
involved in many aspects of 
campus life. But the project that has been the most 
challenging and rewarding, you are now holding in your 
hands. 
It is a great honor for me to be the founding 
editor of Coastal Carolina University's new student 
feature magazine, Tempo. After a year of conceptualizing, 
the idea has become a reality. It is hard for me to believe 
that an inspiration, which occurred at some point between 
Chicago and Charlotte, on a returning fiight from a media 
conference, has developed into what is now a new media 
outlet for Coastal students. 
I could not have asked for a more dedicated 
and professional staff. There are no words I can say to 
express how much your enthusiasm and hard work have 
contributed to this publication. Without Brophy Ringdahl, 
the Art Director, I would have lost my mind. A special 
thanks to Olly Pandarwani for typing and copy editing 
over and over and over again. And to Wendy Ware, 
who came from out of nowhere and just jumped right 
into the middle of our crazy world. Thank you Michael 
Slattery and Nathan Rood for your dedication and all the 
running around, especially at the last minute. Writers 
who contributed articles, this publication would never 
have made it to press without you. A special thanks to 
Bill Edmonds. Administrators who believed in this project, 
thanks for the support. 
A special thanks to Tempo's advisor, Nelljean 
Rice, for her help and advice on the magazine and for 
the support she has given me over the years. Richard 
Weldon, my mentor , there are not enough words to 
express my gratitude. For all that you have taught me, 
sincerest thanks. Most of all, I would like to express my 
gratitude to my husband, Rob, and my mother. Without 
your support I would never have been able to achieve 
any of this. 
I hope you enjoy the results. 
-; ~ Estelle "Tabby" Sheltoc 
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by Treda Smith 
HALoha, TReoa! This zs DR. Mike LanoRy, caLLznc; FROm rhe 
UnzveRSlT)' OF Hawall ... l'o Like TO exreno TO you an OFFeR TO 
paRnczpare zn OUR znTeRn ReseaRch pRO(JRam rhzs summeR ... " Was I 
heaRznc; rhzs coRRecrLy? Me, spenoznc; rhe summeR zn HawaII? This 
hao To Be some CRueL Joke Thar someone was pLayznc; on me, zr Beznc; 
ApRzL lsT ano aLL! IT wasn'r unrzL I hao hunc; up The phone rhar I 
ReaLzzeo rhar I hao JUST Been OFFeReo rhe oppoRTunzry OF a LzF enme. 
"I really felt as if I'd 
stepped into paradise." 
Several months Uanuary and February 1998 
to be precise) prior to this eventful day, I had 
been working day and night on applications for 
marine science summer internships across the 
country. In particular, I was searching for 
internships that were funded by the National 
Science Foundation (NSF), like the internship 
program I participated in at the Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science the summer before. Every year, 
universities and research institutions can apply for 
funding to host Research Experiences for 
Undergraduates (REU) programs. A great bonus 
with some of the programs is receiving stipends, 
which can turn out to be a much better way to 
earn money over the summer than slaving away 
at some summer job that you absolutely despise! 
The program that I was going to participate in 
is sponsored by the School of Ocean and Earth 
Sciences and Technology (SOEST) at the 
University of Hawaii, Manoa, from June I to 
August 7, 1998. For ten weeks, along with ten 
other college students from across the country, I 
was to be a temporary student at UH while we 
worked on research projects. We were given on-
campus housing and a meal plan. It was required 
that each intern conduct research and present his 
or her results during a I 0-15 minute oral 
presentation and as a paper at the end of the 
program. As you can see, I did have work to do, 
but it was in Hawaii! 
I really didn't believe that I was actually going 
to Hawaii until the plane took off from Richmond 
International Airport. I was experiencing so many 
different emotions at the time: excitement and 
eagerness for this new adventure, sadness 
because I would be away from my family and 
friends for two whole months, and fear of being 
all the way across the country. Nevertheless, I 
was on my way and there was no turning back. 
I couldn't believe how much time I spent in 
the air! After changing planes in Atlanta, I had a 
direct fiight to Honolulu. In all, I spent almost 12 
hours on the plane. When the plane finally 
touched down in Honolulu, I couldn't believe my 
eyes - or my nose! I really felt as if I'd stepped 
into paradise. It was so sunny and beautiful in that 
open airport. My nose was immediately filled 
with the fragrance of tropical fiowers. I could 
faintly hear ukelele music in the background . 
A couple of minutes later, I met Rebecca 
Scheinberg, the graduate student that I would be 
working with during my stay in Hawaii . She 
greeted me in the traditional Hawaiian way with a 
tuberose lei and a kiss on the cheek. I believe that 
Rebecca was as excited as I was to be in Hawaii . 
Her friendliness immediately put me at ease and 
calmed some of my fear about being so lonely 
there. 
The ride to the dormitory was mesmerizing. 
I couldn't stop admiring the palm trees and lush 
fiowers everywhere. Everything was full of color 
and pleasant scents. On the way to the university, 
I witnessed my first Hawaiian rainbow; it was 
beautiful. Little did I know that I would see 
rainbows almost everyday. Hence Hawaii's 
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nickname, "The Rainbow State." The University 
is nestled in Manoa Valley, which is known for its 
mist. It never really rained in the valley, only 
lightly misted. 
We arrived at a tall, circular building. Never 
before had I seen a dorm that looked like this. I 
checked in and moved my things upstairs where I 
met four other students that were in my program . 
I had a chance to talk to everyone via email 
before I arrived in Hawaii , so it wasn't as if I didn't 
know anyone. It was great to finally put the faces 
with the conversations. Everyone was so friendly 
right off the bat, which let me know that I was in 
for a fantastic summer. 
Over the summer, I worked primarily with 
Dr. Mike Landry, a leading expert in biological 
oceanography at SOEST What I liked most about 
working in this field was that I had never really 
done any research in this branch of marine 
science before. Last summer I did research on 
shrimp in a salt marsh, which was quite different 
from the plankton that I would be researching this 
summer. After some preliminary discussion and 
research, it was decided that I would research a 
fairly new type of feeding mechanism-
mixotrophy- in phytoplankton. Prior to this, I had 
never heard of such a thing as mixotrophy, so you 
can believe that I learned quite a bit. 
I spent countless hours during the day in the 
library and lab working on my project. On days 
that I had some free time, I went out with 
Rebecca and Albert Calbet, a post-doc, to help 
with their research projects. In July, I spent an 
entire week out at sea on the Hawaii 
Oceanographic Time Series (HOT) 
cruise. I quickly learned that I 
don't have the stomach to 
be a sailor! 
But the best 
times I had this 
summer were 
spent with the 
other interns . 
We were 
such an 
eclectic 
bunch, with 
different 
maJors, 
from 
different 
parts of the 
country. We 
came from 
Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, 
Virginia, Missouri, 
Iowa, California, and 
Hawaii, with majors 
such as Physics, Biology, 
Chemistry, Marine Science, and 
Mathematics . It was amazing how such 
a diverse group of people came together and got 
along as well as we did. Kind of like a good 
season of MTV's Real World . 
Together, we explored Oahu and 
neighboring islands. We all went biking around 
Manoa and down to famous Waikiki Beach. Oahu 
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has a very reliable bus system, so we took the bus 
to places farther out. One Saturday, we traveled 
around the entire island by bus! We hiked 
snorkeled, scuba-dived, shopped, camped, 
watched hula dancing, and even surfed (well, I 
didn't have enough nerve for that!) Two of 
my most memorable weekends were 
Fourth of July weekend on the Big 
Island and the weekend we 
spent on Kauai, "The Garden 
Isle." 
I had such a fun-filled, 
jam-packed summer in 
this paradise. I am 
going to miss the 
balmy weather, palm 
trees , flowers, and 
clear blue water. I 
made many new 
friends and was 
exposed to so many 
different cultures. 
This experience not 
only helped me to 
gain more insight into 
what I wanted to do 
with my future career in 
marine science, but also to 
gain a more global perspective 
of the world I live in. 
Being in Hawaii for two months 
was like being in another country. 
There were different customs and practices 
that were not traditionally 't\merican." I got to 
know the true spirit of 't\loha " through all of the 
friendliness and kindness I encountered . I hope 
that someday soon I can return to these lovely 
islands where rainbows and sunshine are no 
strangers! 
In a dream, I went into my 
grandmother's cramped house for 
refuge. I feared a pursuer. I found 
protection in her stoic strength. Then 
he was gone, leaving his beautiful 
immense home in a dilapidated, feebly-
running vehicle. The ocean lay ahead, 
fading into the horizon. From its depths a 
black fist arose, and beckoned me with its 
finger, then 
pointed into the 
distant horizon, 
towards Africa. 
I awoke, my 
heart leaping with 
the realization that 
all of the efforts of 
the group I was 
preparing to go to 
Africa with, would 
bear fruit. Nearly a 
month later, in May 
of 1997, I found 
myself with ten other Baha'is, journeying to Africa. 
Our first stop was Asmara, Eritrea, where 
we were greeted with overwhelming love and 
hospitality. There we worked with the youth, 
helping them to develop a stronger personal 
connection with the Baha'i faith. 
I woke up most mornings to the sounds of 
children going to school, mule drawn carts, and 
monks offering morning prayers over the city's 
loud speaker. We also had the opportunity to go 
to the Red Sea where we swam early in the 
morning to escape the oppressive heat of the day. 
Camels languished on the beach, while we 
searched for treasures hidden in the sand. 
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From Eritrea, we travelled to Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia where we were once again received with 
a love and hospitality that was overwhelming. 
There we worked with the youth to help them 
develop a stronger personal connection with the 
Baha'i faith through group studies and activities. 
As our three week visit to Africa began to come 
to a close, we prepared, with heavy hearts, to 
leave the place where we had discovered a 
culture so rich in 
spirit. 
From Ethiopia 
we travelled to the 
Baha'i holy land in 
Haifa, Israel for a 
three-day visit. Even 
this wonderful 
opportunity could 
not prepare me for 
my arrival back in 
America. When I 
got off the plane in 
Atlanta, still high 
from my trip, I felt so 
acutely the heaviness of the air. I had spent a 
month in a world where sarcasm, cynicism, 
egoism, and materialism were nearly non-
existent. The shock I felt at coming home was 
something I had not expected. I spent the rest of 
my summer getting used to being home. I was 
determined to return to Africa, and started making 
plans to do so after I graduated from CCU. 
Nearly a year later my plans changed when I 
got a phone call that made my heart leap. A 
group of Baha'is were going to Africa, and they 
were asking me to join them. Within a day's time 
I was packed, and on a plane to Chicago. When I 
arrived in the Windy City I met 
seven other people, from all 
over the United States and 
Canada, with whom I was to 
spend the next three months. 
We were to meet up with two 
other members in South Africa. 
The group was called "The 
Generation of Hope." Our 
mission was to perform dances 
on the equality of men and 
women, to eliminate extremes 
of wealth and poverty, to 
promote abstinence from drugs 
and alcohol, and eliminate racial 
prejudice. The presentations 
consisted of dances that were modern 
interpretive dances with dramatic elements 
included. We performed for people in the city 
streets in Zimbabwe, and for young people in 
Lesotho, and cities throughout South Africa. 
In South Africa, remnants of apartheid were 
still apparent in the schools where they were still 
separated by race, with the black schools having 
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poorer conditions. In spite of this, I felt that many 
people were working to create a nation that was 
free from apartheid. It would just take some time. 
The young people were enamored with America 
and we were received by them with curious 
excitement. They wanted to know all about 
America, and a commonly asked question was, 
"Do you think Tupac Shakur is still alive?" I wasn't 
aware how far reaching the events in America 
were, until I heard this question about the slain 
rapper. They were so enamored with America 
that it seemed that when we spoke of how 
beautiful and wonderful Africa was, they did not 
understand what we saw. As outsiders we could 
see the benefits of a culture not as affected by 
materialism, but which values respect for humans 
as they are. 
In August, after many performances and 
adventures, our journey came to an end. Leaving 
was hard, but this time I left with an excitement I 
had not experienced before. My second trip to 
Africa had forced me to grow spiritually and 
emotionally in ways that my previous trip had not 
I had found a strength in myself that I had never 
noticed, and an acceptance that brought peace. 
The dream had come true twice, and my heart is 
all the more strengthened and full because of it. 
Lights ... Camera ... Action! Okay, so there is no "Camera" in the theater. How 
about, Lights ... Places ... Action! That's more like it, actors take their places and you 
sit back and watch the action . But did you ever think about what brings a perfor-
mance to that point? About all the time and sweat that was suffered for what you 
are seeing? Probably not. Well let's take a tour of what is on the other side of the 
curtain. 
Before a performance can actually be called a performance, there are a few 
tedious, but necessary actions that must take place. First off is the audition . Audi-
tions can run a couple of different ways; you could be asked to have a "prepared 
piece," meaning a monologue or a scene that you have rehearsed previous to the 
audition. Or a more common type of audition would be a "cold reading," in which 
case you don't know what you are going to use as an audition piece until you get 
there . Usually the director will choose scenes from the play for the auditionees to 
read. After this task, which is stressful for both the auditionees and the director, the 
director makes his/her choices on who to cast in the play. Once the cast is decided , 
the rehearsing can begin. 
T he actors read through the play, and find out what the text says about their 
character and what they believe to be the character 's personality. After analyzing 
the script and character, the actor must make "choices" about their character. 
"Choices " are the personality traits the actor gives to the character. All actors make 
choices, but none are ever right or wrong. The director and actors work together 
to decide what choices are made. The actors work on perfecting their character for 
the remainder of rehearsal, until opening night. 
Believe it or not, character choice is just a fraction of the work put into a 
performance . Not only do the actors have to make choices, they also need to 
know where to move and what to do during each scene. This is where the set 
designer and director work together to find the easiest and most effective way to 
make and move a set. 
The set's purpose is to show the audience where and when the play takes 
place. The construction of the set and designing of the lights and sound is just 
another fraction in our long equation . Lights and sound not only add dramatic 
phasis to what is being seen and heard, but they often can provide cues for the 
vice versa. Just about every move an actor makes is planned, as well as 
·n change. Both the technical a 
by Nicole D'Arcangelo 
together on their communication in order to make the show run without errors. 
As rehearsal time winds down and opening night inches closer and closer, the 
show members have a week 's worth of technical rehearsals and a week of dress 
rehearsals. Rehearsals at the beginning are usually stopped by the director saying, "I 
want you to try this ," or "Go back to how you were doing that before ." But as time 
moves on, there is less stopping and more acting, and notes like that are given after 
rehearsal. 
Technical rehearsal week is when the communication between actors and 
crew is established. By this time actors should be familiar with their props and the 
set, and the crew members should be familiar with moving the set between scenes 
and testing to make sure the light and sound cues are in the proper places. By the 
end of the week all glitches should be worked out. 
During the week of dress rehearsal, the actors are in full costume and make-
up. Every cue for light and sound is in place and ready. Performances should run as if 
an audience is watching. There is no stopping to fix something . If an actor forgets a 
line he makes something up and keeps going, for the show must go on. Sound 
fun!? Wait, it gets better. One can't expect every cast and crew member to 
memorize every line, cue, and movement. That is why there is a prompt book. 
The prompt book is guarded by the "backbone " of this whole operation ... the stage 
manager. 
The stage manager is the most essential part of a show, aside from the actors. 
By the end of the last performance, this person has usually completely lost his mind. 
Throughout the rehearsal and show, the stage manager is the one who makes sure 
actors don't miss any lines, because it may result in the technical crew missing a 
lighting or sound cue. They also make sure someone is assigned to taking care of 
the props and costumes for the actors. Actors usually look after their own props 
and costumes , but when they are on stage, the stage manager makes sure that 
things are accounted for. Most importantly the stage manager is on the headset 
throughout the performance, "calling the show." He tells when the lights come up 
and go down, warns others for cues, and let actors know when it is all right to go 
on stage. All this information is noted during rehearsal and is written down in the 
key to the show. 
Whew! 
Make \Nay for Golf Management 
by Nathan Rood 
Watch out for the golfers at CCU. Golf 
Management , one of the fastest growing degrees, 
has hit Coastal and everyone is getting in on the 
course. Head golf coach and Golf Management 
Program coordinator Donald Clement took some 
time out to sit down with me and discuss this fairly 
new but increasingly popular program. 
The Cooperative Golf Management Program 
was first started in 1997 as part of the MCSB 
accredited Wall School of Business, and was 
recently accredited by the PGA (Professional Golf 
Association). There are only eight such programs 
throughout the nation and Coastal hosts one of 
them. Says Clement about the PGA accreditation 
"Its a huge thing for us, of course. Where would 
you want to go to school, at any school with a golf 
management program, or one that the PGA 
recognises? It obviously is the best thing to 
happen to the program." 
With a Golf Management Degree you get a 
bonus ; not only do you get the PGA accredited 
golf management degree, but also a marketing 
degree from the Wall School. But if you think its 
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all very simple and easy, think again, for the 
program is not an easy ride. Students in the 
program have to meet certain minimum 
requirements. The y must maintain at least a 2.5 
GPA, and must have a handicap lower than an 
eight. "Most people think that they can come in 
declaring a golf management degree and just play 
golf all day." says Clement, "[but] You must 
maintain an good GPA and a low handicap. On 
top of that you must successfully complete a two 
year intership." 
Now one does get some benefits with the 
golf management program if one keeps one's 
grades up. Students in the internship are allowed 
access to several golf courses in the university's 
vicinity, so if you enjoy golf you can go and play for 
free. Now if you don't like that, then I don't know 
what you will like. In addition to that, you meet a 
ton of people, and Donald is not so bad himself 
according to some of the people in the program. 
"I like Donald because I am not even on the golf 
team and he still treats me with a lot of respect" 
says Elliott DeFrancesco. 
Its pretty clear that getting a degree in Golf 
Management is no piece of cake, but for those 
who have a serious interest , it may just be the 
best thing out there. So if you love to play golf 
and would like to make a career in the sport, 
look into the Golf Management Program and 
in a few years from now you could be one 
of the lucky few to say that they have a Golf 
Management degree. 
%re's What happeoed ooe tQpical daQ after the 
soo weot dowo .... 
photo essay by: 
Wendy Ware &
Abby Gants 
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Angela Shafer and Daphne Stephens catch up on 
end-of-semester projects in the Art Center. 
12:18 am 
Jay Hadjstylianos gets a late night pizza at E I 06. 
Kelly Smith and Megan Stanco study for 
Art Education in B 20 I . 
Brian Drechsler is off in dream land in 
the 2nd High hall of M dorm. 
12:34 am 
Liz McBride and Jeffery Mackey 
return from a food and cigarette run. 
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1:08 am 
Anel Jayasuriya works at the M dorm 
lobby for Residence Life. 
1:29 am 
Yolanda Innis and LaJeania Gibson 
plan a birthday party in M 317. 
2:16 am 
Patrick Johnson relaxes with a video 
game after writing a philosophy paper. 
Steve Homitz of Coastal 's finest unlocks 
the Wall building for a new morning. 
15 
am 
Jerrod Paige returns from basketball 
games in Florida and Georgia . 
by Tabby Shelton 
Did I hear class trip? 
And not an afternoon, but a full weekend? 
Why Not Us? 
One day, Professor Eddie Dyer asked his 
Constitutional Law students whether any of them 
had ever been to the United States Supreme 
Court . When no one responded, he muttered , 
"maybe some year I wi ll take the class." H is class 
had only one question, "Why not us?" Now , at 
the end of the Constitutional Law course, 
students spend a weekend in Washington D .C. to 
witness a case argued before the Supreme Court. 
Happy Birthday, 
Strom Thurmond 
The first year, Senator Strom Thurmond 
helped make the arrangements for Dyer's class. 
This first trip was scheduled for the first week in 
December. The students made quite an 
impression by singing Happy Birthday to Senator 
Thurmond on the steps of the Capital. Since 
then , the Constitutional Law class tradition 
includes the trek to DC as a conclusion to the 
class. 
During the semester, students learn about 
constitutional law by immersing themselves in 
Supreme Court cases. Students are assigned to a 
case as either a justice or an attorney. Then they 
must research their case, and argue it before the 
justice (and the class). The justice then renders an 
opinion. Students are not required to reach the 
same result as the Supreme Court. 
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Up Close and Personal 
Stephanie Fouts, a senior majoring in English 
and Political Science, said, "You get a real 
understanding of how difficult it is to argue before 
the justices." According to junior Jessica Horn, 
majoring in Secondary Education and Political 
Science, "It was helpful to see the "right" way to 
argue cases and what not to do." 
Dynamite in Court?? 
The arguments are often very difficult to 
follow. This year 's case was apparently not very 
interesting to one of the judges. Justice Clarence 
Thomas dozed off during part of the argument. 
The attorneys who get to argue their case are 
supposed to be dynamite in the courtroom. The 
Justices are used to the best attorneys, yet they 
constantly remind them where they are. This year, 
Chief Justice Rehnquist became irritated with the 
answer he was given, and asked one attorney to 
define the words "impair" and "invalid." Flustered, 
the attorney gave jumbled definitions. 
Firsthand Experience Priceless 
Over the years, Dyer has heard a variety of 
cases. The most interesting was Ginghers v. North 
Carolina. This landmark case was about racially 
gerrymandered congressional districts. 
If you are interested in American government 
and the law, this course will not disappoint you . 
W\e So.;I fl-1,.Jo. j 
l,J;t l SA-A-! !yjordan Roberts 
vJ/....o.t iS t k_e .StwJ-eY\t 
,4/o..W\Y\i ,4ssoc...;o. t;OI'\? 
Coastal Carolina University's Student Alumni 
Ambassadors are extremely active, participating in 
and coordinating events on and off the campus. 
They work closely with the Office of the President 
and the Office of Alumni Affairs, faculty and staff, as 
well as the community. Homecoming is a large 
part of their agenda during the year. They 
participate in the planning of the Alumni Oyster 
Roast and the Homecoming SK race. Also , they 
assist with graduation, Founder's Day, downtown 
Conway festivities, and the hosting of honored 
university guests. The organization meets 
regularly to plan upcoming activities. 
Wk.o's Tu It? 
In order to become a member of this select 
organization a 
student must be a 
sophomore and 
nominated by a SM 
member. Once 
nominated, the 
candidate must 
complete an 
application and sit for 
an extensive 
interview. If selected, 
he or she will assume 
many responsibilities 
within different 
committees. Current SM members are strong 
leaders within the university. SM members are 
active in the Student Government Association, 
intercollegiate athletic teams, honor societies, 
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Greek life, student media and Coastal 
Productions. With the diversity among them, they 
bring an array of ideas, knowledge, and spirit to 
the University. Mona Dukes, the Alumni Director, 
and Susan Lawing, Administrative Assistant in the 
Office of Advancement, are the advisors for 
Coastal Carolina's Student Ambassadors. These 
extraordinary women work diligently to make 
SM members the leaders on Coastal's campus. 
$a Wk.o.t € ro.c.tlj Goes O" 
o.t o. Cor\fererce? 
Imagine 700 spirited co-eds covered from 
head-to-toe in their school colors, screaming at 
the top of their lungs about how proud they are 
of their school. A South Eastern Conference 
championship game? Not even close. You have 
never seen as much school spirit and pride as can 
be found at the 
District Ill Student 
Alumni Association 
Conference . For 
three days, 59 
schools from 
Virginia, South 
Carolina, North 
Carolina, 
Tennessee, Georgia, 
Florida, Kentucky, 
Alabama, and 
Mississippi gathered 
together to share 
ideas, meet new friends, promote unity, and have 
a great time . This year 's conference was held at 
the Crown Reef Hotel in Myrtle Beach, from 
February 25 to the 27th. The conference was 
hosted by Coastal Carolina University, the College 
of Charleston, the University of North Carolina at 
Wilmington, the University of South Carolina at 
Aiken, and Columbia College. These schools 
spent months planning and preparing for a 
weekend packed full with dozens of events and 
sessions. 
This year's "Come Sail Away With SM, A 
Voyage to Success" presented sessions, activities, 
and food within the atmosphere of an oceanic 
voyage. Conference attendees arrived on 
Thursday, February 25 to register, and kicked-off 
the weekend with a roll call, lip sync, and dance. 
This was not your regular roll call either. When 
called, colleges and universities stand up on their 
chairs and voice an earsplitting chant for their 
school. Even more exciting was the lip sync that 
follows. It might not be Broadway, but it was not 
far from it. Students decked out in costume join 
with their fellow group members to present a 
compilation of songs from oldies like "I Love 
Beach Music," to hip songs like "Miami." The 
contest was judged and awards were given the 
final night of the conference. 
Friday started bright and early for breakfast 
and a motivational speech by Jerry King. The halls 
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were filled with noises, as schools negotiated for 
each others t-shirts, stickers, and pennants. The 
rest of the afternoon was filled with sessions on 
motivation, community service, communication 
skills, and team building. After a short break, 
dinner was served with a side of The Have Nots, 
an improv group. The fun kept going throughout 
the night with another social dance. The festivities 
began again early Saturday morning with breakfast 
and roundtable sessions. 
Buses then departed throughout 
the afternoon to Broadway at the Beach, 
giving all attendees the opportunity for a 
little fresh air and Myrtle Beach fun. 
Students and advisers hurried back to 
dress up in luau shirts and leis and head 
out for Gilligan's Luau, a pig roast with all 
the island trimmings. It was during the 
Luau that university alumni associations 
received awards for the hard work they 
had demonstrated throughout the year. 
Sunday rolled around quicker than 
anyone can blink, and it was time to say 
bon voyage to our all new mates! 
Dr 
by Cara McClure 
During the summer of 1992, 1made the extremely difficult and scary decision to 
return to school after agap of ten years. My first wo years at Coastal Carolina 
University were full of tests, papers, final exams, and tremendous stress. 1even 
braved it in the dorms for four semesters. 1 found myself isolated with a lot of time 
on my hands, and so 1 tried to involve myself in clubs on campus tomeet new 
people, and found one club that 1 really enjoyed. 
The club was called the "Society of the 
Under-Sea World ." It met once a week, and had 
a variety of guest speakers giving talks on different 
marine species and environmental issues. One of 
the topics, Loggerhead Turtles, especially caught 
my attention. 
MJ Life Changed forever 
I honestly had no clue what kind of turtle this 
was; nor did I know anything about turt les in 
Too Excited To Sleep 
I found myself too excited to sleep before my 
first scheduled wa lk, but 5 a.m. finally came. I 
jumped out of bed, pulled my clothes on, and was 
out the door headed for Waites Island. I arrived 
before the first hint of daylight, and as I made my 
way down the causeway, I caught my first glimpse 
of Waites' wi ldlife. Whitetai l deer were all over 
the road. My excitement overcame the fear of 
the dark. I collected my supplies: a tomato stick, 
general. T he speaker 
wanted volunteers for 
a new sea turtle 
project at Coastal. I 
listened intently as he 
spoke, and he used 
various types of 
l stuck m1 hand own in 
the sand, which started 
to move on its own. 
to be used as a turt le nest 
probe, a five gallon bucket 
used for holding the 
relocated eggs, and a 
backpack containing the data 
book, pens, and a tape 
measure. Now I was ready 
for the beach. literature and slides to 
back up his talk. T he speaker sparked an interest 
and sadness deep inside my soul for a species that 
has only a I -in- I 0,000 chance of reaching 
maturity. From the second he started talking I was 
hooked, and knew what my purpose for coming 
to Coastal was. 
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first Sightings 
I walked the high tide line in search of the 
tractor-tire like Loggerhead flipper prints coming 
from the ocean. I started to wonder if any turtle 
signs were going to appear, but when I least 
expected it, I found a nest. 
I was almost to the jetty when in the distance 
I saw all this upturned sand heading for the dunes. 
When I got to the tracks, all I could do was stare 
at them . They were coming from the high tide 
mark. Going up to the dunes, there was a 
perfect-sized body pit, and the exit tracks were 
heading back into the low t ide marks. It was just 
like they showed us in training, so why were my 
feet stuck to the sand like glue? 
Probing for t:ggs 
I finally snapped back into reality, and moved 
toward the body pit. During the training we were 
taught that the eggs were hidden somewhere in 
that body pit, but I was going to have to do some 
work to find them . Dividing the pit into four 
quarters , I started probing the first quarter. The 
sand was very hard, and the probe did not move 
an inch into the sand, so I moved to the next 
quarter, and the next. By this time I began to 
question myself and wonder if I was probing 
correctly . While I was probing the last quarter , 
the sand started to give. Suddenly the probe sank 
down into the sand. 
I immediately started to dig and dig and dig ... 
Maybe this is not the egg chamber at all. Maybe I 
should probe around some more . And then I 
glistening from its mother 's 
juices. Tears came to my 
eyes, and the only words I 
can use to describe my 
feelings were that God had 
truly blessed me.for me to 
find this miracle. I relocated the 
eggs, covered the nest with a protective screen, 
and prayed that I had done everything correctly . 
The Sweetest face in the World 
After the nests had incubated for sixty days, I 
went back to inventory the nests. I counted the 
empty egg shells, any unhatched eggs, and any 
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dead hatchlings that may be left in the nest, and 
recorded the data for the Department of Natural 
Resources. Just when I thought I could not be 
blessed any more that season, I found some baby 
hatchlings while doing the inventory on the first 
nest. 
Considering myself more than lucky, I stuck 
my hand down in the sand, which started to 
move on its own . There was a bump against my 
thumb, and I froze . At first I thought it was a 
ghost crab, but when I did not receive a pinch, I 
realized it was a baby turtle . I moved around so 
that the hatchling was securely cupped in my 
hand, and brought it up to the surface. That was 
the sweetest face I had seen in my life. Such an 
innocent creature, looking back at me without an 
ounce of fear. I was so amazed at how tiny the 
flippers and shell were . I held it in my hand, and 
saw, through my teared-up eyes, the miracle that 
I had helped bring into the world. 
Little Wind-up Toys 
I personally made sure that each turtle 
hatchling made it to the ocean before I left the 
beach. It gave me pride and relief to see the baby 
hatchlings making it down the beach with 
determination and drive . They looked like little 
wind-up toys , and their 
caught sight of the white foam breakers. Often 
they wou ld stop, raise their little bodies with their 
front flippers, and take in the smell of the ocean 
spray as a way of orienting themselves. This long 
trip down the beach is very crucial for the 
hatchlings' imprinting mechanisms. They learn the 
smell and texture of the sand, as well as the 
location of their native beach. 
To ensure the hatchlings' safety and to ease 
my own curiosity, I would wade out with them to 
watch them swim away. I was amazed at how 
quickly the hatchlings adapted to their water 
environment. The instant the first wave hit, they 
dug their front flippers in the sand and tried to 
hold on. As the wave receded, they allowed the 
water to wash them back out past the breakers. 
Once they were submerged, their front flippers 
would take over, and they glided through the 
water with ease. As they swam farther out 
into the water, I wondered how many 
would actually make it to maturity, with 
the odds stacked against them so 
heavily. 
ttelping Mama 
The following turtle season, 
Mother Nature had another surprise 
for me. As I approached the jetty on 
the north end, I saw an exit turtle track 
without any entrance track back into the ocean. 
They were not the usual type of tracks. The left 
hand set of tracks, instead of looking like tractor 
tires was a jagged edge. I followed the tracks up 
to the dune, and there was a sea turtle. She had 
already started digging the nest cavity, and even 
though she was looking right at me, she never 
stopped digging. I knew I could not just stand 
there, because eventually she would get spooked. 
Remembering what I had been told about 
these lopsided tracks, my job became evident. 
With only three flippers, she would not be 
capable of digging a nest on her own. I would 
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become her fourth flipper. She would dig with 
her flipper, and then I would dig. When it was her 
turn to dig, her flipper would catch the sand as it 
fell, then it would curl up, becoming a shovel to 
remove the sand. This back and forth digging 
went on for about an hour, until she was 
completely satisfied with the size and shape of the 
nest chamber. 
Suddenly she stopped moving and just sat 
there. I panicked. What if she had seen me and 
gotten spooked? Why did she stop moving? 
Then I heard this really deep moaning sound, like 
some kind of wild animal approaching. I looked 
around in fear, but it turned out that she was 
making the sound. Then it happened. Two shiny 
wet eggs dropped onto the nest we had built 
together. 
I was in shock. I could not believe my eyes. 
·, coming out in two's and 
, three's so fast that I lost 
,j count at seventeen. 
•' 
When the last egg 
area. By the time she was finished, not only was 
the nest hidden, I was also covered with sand. 
During the whole nest digging process, I 
never saw any fear or panic in her eyes. Once she 
felt certain the eggs were securely hidden, she 
turned and headed back for the ocean. She was 
so graceful after she got past the breakers and 
sand. The sun enabled me to see her swimming 
away, and I saw her coming up for air one more 
time before re-entering her ocean home. 
She turned her head towards me, as if giving 
me a silent "Thank you," and then she was gone. 
' G day Mate. Everyone knows 
that this is a common Australian greeting 
from watching "Crocodile Dundee," but 
how many can say that they have been 
greeted by a friend in Australia in that 
way? 
I spent six months in the great 
country of Australia. I studied at Deakin 
University, in Victoria, for five months, and 
then for a month, traveled the east coast of 
Australia. At school I got to live with many 
Aussies. The Australian people are friendly, 
laid back and carefree. Australians don't seem 
to care about having nice possessions or lots 
of money . The y care mostly about enjoying 
life and living it to its fullest. 
The school environment at Deakin is 
-Poi (A.\ ~a+ r 
'1 
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similar to CCU, although with definite 
differences. Most professors insist on being called 
by their first name and not by Doctor or 
Professor. Most classes are strictly lectures with 
tutorial sessions for questions, group work and 
student teacher interaction. 
Having an on-campus pub was another huge 
difference. Walking back to your room after class 
often meant a stop at the campus pub to talk to 
friends. More often than not, this would lead to 
five or six pots of beer before you could make it 
back to your dorm. Every Thursday between I I 
a.m. and I p.m . there is a free BBQ featuring 
hamburgers and sausages and two free beers for 
every student. This BBQ is sponsored by the 
campus student government, and is used to get 
students to spend time hanging out on campus. 
The BBQ's are a great place to meet students 
who live in the other buildings, and to just sit 
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around relaxing on a nice sunny day. 
Every Wednesday and Friday between 5 and 
6 p.m. is the happy hour at the off-campus pub, 
which is a five-minute walk away. It is always 
packed with university students sitting around 
drinking pots of Victorian Bitter and playing pool. 
Some of the biggest differences between the 
U.S. and Australia are the food, beer, and money, 
with the biggest difference by far being the food . 
Many of the brands you are used to in the U.S. 
are not available in Australia, or they go by 
different names. Two of the Australians' favorite 
foods are fish-n-chips and meat pies. Fish-n-chips 
are fresh fried fish served with french fries. But if 
you want to get ketchup, ask for tomato sauce 
'cos that's what the Aussies call it, and then you 
often have to pay $0.20 per packet for it. Meat 
pies are a tasty food consisting of a pie shell filled 
with vegetables, meat and gravy. 
Australia produces some of the best beer I've 
ever had. Fosters is not a true Aussie beer, but is 
basically an export and for tourists. True 
Australians drink the local bitter, of which my 
Australian beers have a little more alcohol than 
the average American beer, and a more robust 
fiavor. 
Using Australian money is weird at first, but 
after some time it becomes easy. The notes are 
in denominations of 5, I 0, 20, and 50, and are 
made of a polymer so they don't tear, wrinkle or 
hold folds, while coins are used for denominations 
of 5, I 0, 20, 50 cents and $1, and $2 . At first, I 
lost a lot of $2 coins, because being American, I 
was used to the smallest coin being worth the 
least. 
Traveling the east coast of Australia was a 
great experience . I got to see areas of Australia 
that many Australians have never seen. I traveled 
south along the coast, starting from the Daintree 
Rain Forest just north of Cairns and went down to 
Melbourne. 
During my travels , I went skydiving, petted 
kangaroos and koalas, held a baby crocodile, 
swam with a 7-foot white tip reef shark at the 
Great Barrier Reef, touched a manta ray, toured 
the Sydney Opera House, saw wild dingos on 
'1 
Fraser Island, and surfed on the same wave as 
dolphins in Byron Bay. 
My experience in Australia is one that I will 
never forget. I can't wait to travel "Down 
Under " again. "Cheerio ." 
ot +ke l,(. fc k ;h.. a vt ~ 
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and not be captivated by the 
s of Jessica Johnston. This senior 
J duced a series of haunting images 
ea depict the men, women, and children 
who suffered or perished in the Holocaust. To 
create these moving pieces, Johnston made use of 
a variety of art mediums, including charcoal, 
colored pencils, and printmaking devices. 
The work she has completed on the 
Holocaust evokes emotion and reaction, even in 
those who have little or no interest in art, and that 
is exactly her goal as an up-and-coming 
professional artist. She plans to use the work she 
has completed on the Holocaust to support her 
platform of traditional family values and increased 
morality among American citizens. 
Although Jessica is a devoted Christian, she 
has a deep-rooted interest in the Jewish faith and 
what happened in Europe during the Holocaust . 
Both her maternal grandparents, also professional 
artists, are Jews from Lithuania. Her mother later 
converted to Christianity, when she married her 
father who is involved in Christian ministry. 
Jessica first conceived the idea for her series 
involving the Holocaust when the Chabad 
Academy in downtown Myrtle Beach collected 
and displayed I .2 milliion butterflies to represent 
the same number of children who were killed in 
the Holocaust. It was then that Jessica decided it 
was her personal duty to incorporate this theme of 
innocence lost into her artistic work. She began to 
draw images of shattered families in concentration 
camps and the children waiting to be claimed by 
parents who had already been murdered. 
One of her recent works entitled "Kristal 
Nacht " is a depiction of an actual event at a 
Warsaw ghetto, where Nazi soldiers destro yed, 
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a johnston 
by Maria Vereen 
tortured, or killed Jews living within the ghetto. 
It is the unthinkable crimes that took place 
during the Holocaust that Jessica hopes to 
highlight in her work. She believes that all human 
beings are innately sinful creatures capable of 
inflicting pain on others, and without proper 
awareness, an event like the Holocaust could 
happen again. It is her hope that the series will 
serve as an everlasting reminder of the tragic 
violation of humanity which took place just over 
fifty years ago. 
Jessica always knew she wanted to be 
involved in the arts. Also an accomplished dancer 
and performer, she was initially a music and 
theater double major when she entered Coastal 
in 1993. She later decided art wou ld be her 
primary focus, but she has not ruled out the 
possibility of using her other talents down the 
road. Not surprisingly, Jessica is the recipient of 
both an Alumni Scholarship and the Waccamaw 
Arts and Crafts Guild Scholarship. Her future 
plans will likely include some type of graduate 
work and a career choice may include working for 
a magazine. Before graduating from Coastal 
Carolina University with honors, Jessica hopes to 
organize a solo art show that will feature her 
recent series on the Holocaust. 
When Coastal Carolina University became 
independent from the University of South Carolina in 
July of 1993, reactions from students, faculty, and 
community members were mixed. "Many students 
believed the decision would be beneficial in the future. 
We thought there would be more funding because the 
state would have to recognize our programs instead of 
giving all of the money to USC," says Stephanie Arnold, 
a local artist and CCU alumna who graduated in 1994. 
"Students were mostly concerned about tuition going 
up." A reduction of available services, such as the USC 
computerized library system which provided access to 
holdings across the state, was also feared . Faculty 
members regretted the loss of professional 
development services offered by USC. Community 
members and CCU founders were perhaps the most 
enthusiastic about the change, believing that an 
independent university in Horry County was a long 
time coming. 
Since then, CCU has experienced rapid growth 
and dramatic changes in the campus, student body, and 
academic programs. The Prince and E. Craig Wall Sr. 
Buildings were constructed in the past six years, as 
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were the resident-student cafeteria, a new dormitory 
building, and the Athletic Administration Building. 
Funding for a new Humanities building is expected to 
be approved by the state legislature later this year. The 
University also intends to expand the Science building 
with the addition of the E. Cathcart Smith building 
addition. Renovations to Wheelwright Auditorium are 
planned. The grounds have been traversed by 
pavement and decorated with flowers. The harmony 
of architectural design and maintenance of a natural 
setting are praised by visitors to the campus. 
The student population of Coastal Carolina 
University has become increasingly diverse. Only a 
few years ago, the student body was predominantly 
from Horry and Georgetown counties. Today, one-
third of CCU's students come from outside of South 
Carolina , and the number of international students is 
growing. Although many believe students come to 
CCU because of its proximity to Myrtle Beach, 
students also cite other reasons for their choice. "I 
heard about Coastal from my guidance counselor," says 
Susanne Melkulcok, a junior marine science major from 
Virginia. "Marine science wasn't offered as a major in 
Virginia then. " Other students say they like the small 
size of the school. "It's like family," said one student. 
Still, most of the in-state students, and students as a 
whole , come from nearby communities. 
Locally, CCU has sought to improve enrollment 
by minorities. University statistics show increases in 
the number of minority enrollments ranging between 
eighty-nine percent for Native Americans and twenty-
two percent for African Americans. In fact, the only 
racial group CCU is losing is Caucasians, with a four 
percent decline. "The school is more diverse," says 
senior Marine Science major, Derrick Josey. However, 
Josey would like to see more social activities for 
minority students on campus. 
Coastal Carolina University was once thought of 
as a party school , but now it is earning a reputation for 
its academic programs. Dr . Roy Talbert, Professor of 
History, says the National Science Foundation Grant 
has given credibility to CCU as an academic institution. 
CCU's science department has previously received 
grants from NASA As of this spring, the education 
department also will receive the highest national 
accreditation standard by the National Council for the 
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) . 
Degree programs have been expanded and 
added . The major in Health Promotion , which was 
added in the 1998-1999 academic year, has been 
highly successful. About 75 students enrolled this year. 
"[The number of students] ... surpassed our 
expectations," said the Health Promotion department 
chair, Dr. Sharon Thomp son . With the current societal 
emphasis on nutrition , the number of students is 
expected to grow. A minor in journalism and a major 
in Spanish have also been added recently. Graduate 
programs in education are expected to grow, and 
many students are looking forward to a degree in 
music and music theater. 
This past year, the E. Craig Wall, Sr. School of 
Business Administration received national accreditation 
from the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of 
Business (MCSB). The MCSB is the premier business 
school accreditation body. The Wall School of Business 
now joins a select group of business schools 
throughout the country accredited by the MCSB. In 
addition , the Wall School also received accreditation 
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from the Professional Golfers ' Association (PGA) for its 
innovative Cooperative Golf Management Program. 
The PGA has accredited fewer than ten schools 
throughout the United States, and Coastal is now one 
of those schools. The School of Business has also 
added a new Resort Tourism Management Program to 
its curriculum, and expects that program to have 
dramatic enrollment increases in the next few years. It 
has also added a cooperative MBA program with 
Winthrop University, by which Coastal graduates can 
now attend classes on Coastal's campus, and receive 
their MBA from Winthrop. 
However , there is still much room for change and 
growth. For years, alumni and students have ranked a 
football team as the number one improvement they 
would like to see in the future . Football at CCU will 
become a reality within the next decade. Many hope 
that the football team will raise student and community 
support of other athletic programs . 
The debate over replacing the mascot, the 
Chanticleer, continues. Dr. Talbert says that the 
Chanticleer is one of the last visible remnants of our 
ties to USC. He maintains that the Chanticleer is 
directly related to the Gamecock , and Coastal's 
independence will be fully recognizable when the 
mascot changes. However, many others have grown 
fond of the Chanticleer, and are not disturbed by its 
USC connections . 
Alicia Connor , a senior education major, would 
like to see the library's holdings expanded. ''.At [USC-
Sumter] the library is ten times better," she says. Many 
other students looking for research journals and books 
complain as well. The children's department lacks 
quality juvenile literature , including that which is 
required reading for the area public schools. While the 
library staff is trying to expand the books and resources 
available to include best-selling fiction and award-
winning children's books for the English and education 
departments , the improvements have been slow. 
Those who attended CCU before independence 
are amazed by the changes which have occurred in 
such a short time . Stephanie Arnold says that the 
university is a better place for students since the break 
with Columbia, " . .. there are new course offerings, 
more resources ... students are receiving a better 
education now ." 

campus favorites along the Grand Strand. 
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Y<e 7ecl10ns ---
on the Celebration of Inquiry 
by Amber McArthur 
Wha l can p ossib{y 02a£ e 1/ bel ier.? 
Tammy Maher's face glows as she discusses 
her role in the first Celebration of Inquiry at 
Coastal Carolina University. "I felt very lucky to 
participate. It was exhilarating and fun to watch 
learning happen." Maher was a student presenter 
at the conference held in February. She says that 
the conference gave her the opportunity to see 
what it was like to be a teacher, rather than a 
learner. Maher believes that students presenting 
at the conference benefited from public speaking 
experience, the opportunity to interact with 
others, and the ability to share diverse points of 
view . At one of the workshops in which she 
presented, Maher collaborated with faculty 
members. "They taught me to be calm," she 
says. 
Janet Lawrence served on the committee 
that organized the final session of the conference , 
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the High Tea. Lawrence , who is a senior 
education major, says the conference gave her the 
opportunity to participate in the university, outside 
of the School of Education, which now demands 
most of her time. Lawrence was impressed by 
the visit of Archbishop Desmond Tutu. She 
watched his speech live via satellite at the Wall 
Auditorium . Lawrence says, "I was impressed 
with the attendance and the attention people gave 
him ." She has read the Archbishop's books, and 
has been inspired by his struggle for South Africa. 
"His topic made us more aware of the issues. We 
should love each other 
and be more 
compassionate," she 
says. "It was an honor 
for me to hear him -
just an honor." 
The Celebration of 
Inquiry Conference was 
developed by Dr. Joan 
Piroch, Professor of 
Psychology, and Dr. Sara 
Sanders, Associate 
Professor of English, to 
motivate students to 
seek knowledge outside 
of their major. The 
conference was 
intended to be 
interdisciplinary to show the connections between 
branches of study, and to stimulate creative 
perspectives. The conference theme, "Conflict 
and Creativity in the Search for Knowledge, " 
inspired a rich variety of sessions dealing with such 
comp lex issues as the effect of European 
government on the United States, and the 
influences of a sexually-driven culture on young 
children. Students who attended "A Candle in the 
agJ was 
exA1laraling ancf fun 
lo walc.b learning 
.happen." 
Dark: Science and Religion in the Search for 
Truth," continued to discuss the ideas presented 
long after the session ended. Dr. Joseph Pinson, 
Professor of Biology, and one of the session 
presenters, said it was designed to do just that. 
Although the reaction to the conference was 
generally good, students did complain that they 
frequently attended sessions that did not meet 
their expectations because of a lack of sufficient 
description . Staff members commented that 
while some sessions were nearly empty, others 
were crowded past capacity. Department of 
Education staff, Pat Taylor, said the logistical 
committee should determine which professors 
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will require attendance at particular sessions, or 
attendance during class times, and schedule 
facilities accordingly. Other students complained 
that there were conflicts in choosing sessions. 
Janet Lawrence suggested that sessions be held 
during two or more blocks to enable students to 
attend the session they like best. 
According to Dr . Piroch, the first Celebration 
c5ome sessions were 
nearfj empf_y, of.hers 
were crowcfecf pasl 
capacif_y. 
of Inquiry Conference achieved its objectives to 
stimulate thought and bring the too-often 
segregated schools of the university together. She 
congratulated the students on the maturity and 
reflection they had demonstrated . Already we 
look forward to next year's Celebration, 
wondering what can possibly make it better than 
the first. 
V 
0 µ ( 
What would you do if you were 
presented an artistic representation of yourself ? 
When Archbishop Desmond Tutu saw the 
portrait of himself, painted by CCU senior art 
student Brian "Cat" Taylor, he said, "It looks a 
lot like me, except the painting is more 
handsome." In a lively and animated interview, 
Brian Taylor relates how he came to be the 
artist who painted a portrait of Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu. 
His story begins with simply finding a flyer 
that announced that the Archbishop would be 
coming . Sometime later, a thought came to 
him. "Why not give him something?" Brian 
didn't want to give him something he had 
already done. He wanted to present him with 
a work that would be especially for for him. 
With this in mind, Brian began to gather some 
information. He was told someone was being 
commissioned to do a pen and ink drawing fo r 
Archbishop Tutu. Brian had something bigger 
___ ._, in mind than a pen and ink drawing, and went 
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to a member of the Wheelwright Arts Council to 
offer his services free of charge. He wanted to 
give something to the man who had done so 
much for South Africa and the world. 
This determined artist was told to submit his 
idea for review . Instead, he found an image of 
Archbishop Tutu he liked, went home, and 
worked with silver and black enamel paint for ten 
hour s. The end result was a beautiful portrait of 
Archbishop Tutu that captures his dignity and 
humility. Needless to say, the portrait was 
approved , and Brian was able to present it to the 
Archbishop himself. In the words of the artist, "I 
didn't know what it was going to look like. All the 
feelings and emotions and paint had to be done, 
and then I could tell you what it was all about. I 
got to present it to him, to talk to him, and we 
actually had a pretty good time. I liked him a lot." 
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Look around . . . I bet you will see a whole 
group of people that you don't recognize. I can 
bet most of them are freshmen. Two "freshmen" 
that everyone does know however, are Coach 
Shaun Docking and Coach Pete Strickland. I had a 
chance to talk to these two coaches, and they had 
a lot to say about their new home. 
~ucceuful ~earnn 
Docking is the new head coach for the 
Chanticleer Soccer squad. This season Docking 
led the team to a 7-9-2 record. The Coastal 
soccer team consisted of one senior and three 
juniors; the rest of them were sophomores and 
freshmen. This young team was only expected 
to win one or two games, but went on to 
finish with seven wins. I asked Docking a few 
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questions about the team and what he thought 
of Coastal Carolina . 
Docking said he loved the area. "It is a great 
area for recruiting, and there is a lot of young 
talent around here." Docking was put to the test 
when he was handed a team that had only one 
senior and three juniors. His response to that 
was simple. "I believe that this season was a great 
learning experience for them, and it was a great 
chance for the team to get to know each other's 
style of play." At the practices, he stressed the 
strategic attack for the forwards and a strong 
defensive unit to support the offense. "The team 
worked together great. There are still things that 
need to be improved, but that will come in time." 
The team played great all season long. It 
finished with an upsetting loss to the University of 
South Alabama in a penalty shoot-out. "It is 
frustrating to see that our boys played so we ll and 
worked so hard just to lose in p.k.'s (penalty 
kicks). Plus to add to the frustration is the fact that 
we beat them earlier in the season 1-0," Coach 
Docking stated. He said that the team deserved 
more for its effort. 
Looking forward 
The season is over for the Chanticleer soccer 
squad, but not for Coach Docking. "Now is the 
time for the coaches and I to go out and do a 
little recruiting for the next season. I feel that the 
team is made up of a good group of boys, but 
there is always room for a little improvement." I 
do have to agree with Coach Docking; the team 
did play well, and they did keep the scores close 
1n every game. 
Hoop Dream~ Update 
Pete Strickland has eleven years of collegiate 
experience under his belt. He was mainly an 
assistant coach, but now as the head coach of 
Coastal 
Carolina's 
basketball team, 
he has plenty of 
ideas of what he 
is going to do 
with them. Last 
year's team 
finished with an 
8-19 record, 
and Strickland's 
reply to that is, 
"I am looking 
forward to 
developing a 
winning team 
and all that 
comes with it." 
His goal for the 
team is to 
develop a strong program. He agreed with 
Docking when asked about his thoughts on 
Coastal Carolina University, "CCU is in a 
tremendous location for recruiting young talent." 
This is not the first time that Coach Strickland 
has been faced with a team that had an under 500 
record. He helped Virginia's Old Dominion to 
two straight 21 + winning record seasons, and 
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also helped them make it to the NCAA 
tournament. His main plan is to develop a team 
that not only has a solid offense, but also a well 
balanced defense. "It's going to have to grow out 
of our defense. It's hard to run unless you can 
stop the slow people defensively." Coach 
Strickland inherited what he considers a very good 
basketball team. 
Discussing some of the players, he said 
"Shaun Wright has all of the components of being 
a great point guard." Wright played an average of 
twelve minutes and scored an average of three 
Strickland. 
points per game. Strickland also 
believes that his other two starting 
players, Torrey Butler and Steve 
Miles, both have what it takes to 
help the team out. Butler was 
seventh in league in field goal 
percentage, and was named Rookie 
of the Week. 
Rookie of the Year 
Miles was the leading 
rebounder and led the team in 
assists. He also had the highest 
number of individual points scored, 
and was named Rookie of the Year at 
the Big South Conference. Antonio 
Darden played in the last seven 
games. He "came onto the team 
and really contributed" says 
Coastal Carolina had a tough schedule with 
Division One teams, North Carolina State, Wake 
Forest, and Florida, which were all on the road. 
"These are the games that the boys looked 
forward to. They were really intrigued with the 
opportunity to show off their stuff in front of more 
people than they were used to." 
Where Are The 
Coeisteil Metkes et "G reite " 
Contribwtion to owr £efwceitione,l 
S)lste111 
There is nothing more important for the 
future of America than the education of her youth. 
The School of Education at Coastal Carolina 
University has provided many educators for the 
Horry County School system, including Kisha 
Grate. Having graduated from Coastal in May 
1998 with a Secondary Education degree in 
English, Grate is presently working at Aynor High 
School as a 9th grade English teacher. 
Kisha had always wanted to teach. She also 
developed a love for literature, and so she 
decided to combine the two things she loved 
most. As part of her curriculum, Grate studied 
Dr. Ront's New English Gu ide and Shared Reality 
Program. Horry County Schools adopted this 
program this year. This gave her an advantage in 
her job hunt. 
In addition, as a student at Coastal Carolina, 
Kisha was the Managing Editor of The Chanticleer 
in 1997-98, and a member of the Student 
Government Association. She was also a sister in 
Alpha Kappa A lpha Sorority, as we ll as a member 
of the English Honor Society, Sigma Tau Delta. 
Through her participation in these organizations, 
Grate was able to add to her educational 
experience at Coastal. These organizations gave 
her an opportunity to present ideas and convince 
peop le of the value of these ideas, allowing her to 
deve lop personal skills that she might not have 
otherw ise. 
After applying to the Horry County School 
District, Grate landed a job at Aynor H igh School 
during a one -hour interview. Now, Grate is more 
than just an English teacher. She is a planning 
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instructor, a Junior Advisor, and the assistant 
Coach of the Junior Varsity Basketball team. She 
also assists in coordinating the Prom, the Junior 
Ring Dance, and the Senior Trip. Her favorite 
part of her job is the interaction with students. 
Grate stated that to be successful in college 
today, students must be focused and stay focused. 
Even though students may doubt themselves, 
they must never give up. T hey should never 
be afraid to voice their opinions, and stick to 
their guns. 
Kisha was recently elected to the 
Board of Directors of the Coastal Carolina 
A lumn i Association. 
Coeisteil Greiefweite Beco111es Horr)' 
Cownt)' lnteri1-t1 Finetnce Director 
A prime example of the type of students 
graduating from the E. Craig Wall Sr. School of 
Business is Pat Apone. Apone was a 
nontraditional student who returned to college in 
order to open doors to her future. She had been 
working as a bookkeeper, and knew she was 
interested in various financial opportunities. She 
took a profile test, which confirmed her instinct. 
She enrolled at Coastal Carolina University, and in 
1996 graduated with a double major in Finance 
and Accounting. 
She is now working for Horry County in the 
Finance Department as the Interim Finance 
Director. Networking is a major part of the 
business environment today. Ms. Apone was a 
member of both the Finance and Accounting 
Clubs at Coastal Carolina. As a member of these 
organizations, Apone was able to develop 
personal skills and network with some of the 
same individuals she works with today. In 
addition, she received The Wall Street Journal's 
Student Achievement Award in 1996 as the top 
graduate in Finance that year. 
After graduating from Coastal, Apone applied 
for a job with Horry County that was advertised 
in the newspaper. She began working as the 
internal auditor for the county, then moved up to 
the position of Director of Finance at the Grand 
Strand Airport. She has been working at her 
present position since November 1998. She is 
responsible for all county financial statements and 
all accounting duties. Now she is preparing the 
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFA) 
for Horry County. 
Apone knows that without the education she 
received from Coastal, she would not be eligible 
for her job. A blend of finance and accounting is a 
must for this type of employment. She is very 
proud of the education she has received. As she 
thought back on her professors, she stated, "The 
professors at Coastal are great! Their doors are 
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always open for students." 
As a final note, Apone says, "You are never 
too young or too old to go for it. You do not 
realize the benefits of your education unti l you are 
in the work force." As testimony to this 
philosophy, Apone is now three classes away from 
receiving her MBA from Winthrop University, and 
is doing so while working. She knows the hard 
work a student must put in to receive such a 
degree, but as she says, "Everybody has a life, and 
if you can't have a life and function well in school, 
you will never be able to succeed in the work 
environment." 
Sowth Cetrolinet Depetrt..,ent of 
lJe1twretl 'Resowrces E ... ptoys 
CCU Alw..,ni 
Kris Reynolds grew up on a lake in Michigan, 
and learned to love fish, reptiles, amphibians and 
various aquatic invertebrates . After starting 
college at Michigan State University, for a degree 
in chemical engineering, he realized that money 
was not going to be the road to happiness. So he 
transferred to Coastal Carolina University in 
search of a Bachelor of Science in Marine Science, 
with a minor in Biology. Reynolds graduated from 
Coastal Carolina University in 1995, having been 
named a member of Who's Who Among Students 
in American Universities and Colleges. 
Then he applied for a job with Quantech and 
received a job offer. This organization had a 
contract with the Department of Commerce to 
conduct a Marine Recreational FinFish survey 
through the National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS). As he worked, conducting research for 
this organization for two years, part-time, he 
came in contact with the Office of Fisheries 
Management, an office of the South Carolina 
Department of Natural Resources. 
When an opening became available, he was 
hired as a Creel Clerk in the Office of Fisheries, in 
the Management Fisheries Statistics Section. Mr. 
Reynolds' job includes gathering demographic 
information from recreational saltwater fisherman, 
as well as statistics on creel sizes and fish lengths, 
working with the Governor's Cup Tournament, 
and gathering statistics on pelagic (open water) 
game fish. In addition, he looks at fish pressure 
and the breakdown of CPU E ( cost per unit effort), 
or how much it costs to catch a fish. He collects 
data from three counties, Horry County, 
Georgetown County, and the northern half of 
Charleston County, along roughly I 20 miles of 
coastline. 
As a student at Coastal, Reynolds gained the 
background necessary for the type of research he 
performs for the South Caro lina Department of 
Natural Resources. He credits Dr. Richard 
Moore's Ichthyology and Aquaculture classes 
along with Dr. Eric Koephler's Marine Biology 
class for the solid foundation from which he had 
to build. Another aspect of Coastal that he found 
to be extremely beneficial was the hands-on 
experience during field trips. The respect and high 
recognition of the professors at Coastal Carolina 
University's School of Natural and Applied 
Sciences helped him obtain success upon 
graduation . 
Reynolds recommends that students 
participate in an internship, and aid their 
professors in any research opportunities available, 
saying, "volunteer as much as possible." 
Moreover, "Don't skip class! It is twice as hard to 
study for an exam when you have lost the chance 
to associate the knowledge learned. Take good 
notes and get to know your professors; then, you 
can anticipate what they feel is important." 
Reynolds intends to obtain a MBA, then 
acquire a Ph.D . in the future. He wants to 
continue working with the state, in order to 
preserve the resources required by both the 
commercial sector and the recreational fisherman. 
H )IOW know of et Coetstetl etlw.,.. .,..etking et eHHerence , 
let ws know for the ne)Ct isswe of T e.,..po. 
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a fiction 
by j<Zff arl<Zy 
Hadwin had simply gone out of his mind with the whole 
business . For months he had been collecting information 
from all sides of the controversy that seemed as if it were 
going to rage on until the very last second . 
Until I I :59:59 p.m. EST, December 31, 
1999 to be exact. That will be the second before 
the data starts pouring in - unless, of course, 
information stops pouring completely. But even 
the knowledge that the data has stopped flowing 
would be better than knowing nothing at all. Alas, 
that is where we remain today. 
For all his effort to obtain, absorb, edit, and 
disseminate as much information about the bug as 
he could, even Hadwin had no better clue than 
the rest of us as to what would happen. I tried to 
listen to what the apparently credible proponents 
of various theories had to say, but it wasn't long 
before I started to realize how lunatic we had all 
become. As with every other subject that 
humanity has pursued to any degree, the issue of 
the Y2K computer bug quickly became distorted 
and difficult to follow as it was obfuscated more 
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and more by the sheer volume of information. 
The fanatics, like my roommate Hadwin, had 
ironically turned to their computers and the 
internet to exchange little bits of information about 
who would be ready for Y2K and who would not 
be. Hadwin was always spouting off some new 
set of figures published by the House 
Subcommittee on Government Management, 
Information and Technology in order to argue 
(usually, in favor of) the ludicrous point du jour 
that he had read that morning on the Oklahoma 
Citizens Revolutionary Brotherhood's website. 
The most uncomfortable aspect of my friend's 
new plumb through the depths of the neurotic 
was his insistence that the people would need to 
arm themselves in case of a total systems crash. I 
was glad that he was such an unmotivated 
individual. For all the vigor and drive with which 
he pursued his research, he only left the house 
once or twice a week , and that was for diet soda 
and cigarettes. He certainly wasn't going to 
endure the time or the process involved with 
purchasing a weapon . Besides, since the Y2K 
rallying cry became focused on preparedness, he 
had been going out even more seldom than usual. 
On the day that Hadwin came to the 
realization that it would be a good idea to stock 
up on essential items, I arrived home from work 
to find two large, unmarked vans parked in front 
of our house. The white van had been backed 
into our driveway and was being unloaded 
through a door in the side. I concluded that the 
driver of the yellow van had arrived after the folks 
in the white, because the yellow van had been 
pulled over the curb, onto the grass alongside the 
driveway. Its rear doors were open with one 
secured to the side of the van and the other 
beating against the side in a rhythmic pulse that I 
had begun to hear while still several blocks away . 
Feverishly, two lines of rough-looking men and 
women were unloading the vans in the style of a 
fire brigade. From one to the next, cartons of 
smokes and cases of diet soda were handed 
down the line. The line from each truck 
merged into a single line at the doorway and 
continued through the house to Hadwin 's 
room . 
"You see THIS , man? We are prepared! 
We are organized ! We will survive the 
silicon apocalypse!" This was his greeting 
to me, and he had only become worse 
since that day back in August of 1998. I 
had gone to my room without comment that 
night, dismissing his fervor and his antics as 
so much Chicken Little-esque paranoia. 
The worst problem with paranoia comes 
when the paranoid find others with whom to 
share his malady. But this event w as only 
likely to result in a decrease in shopping 
trips over the long term , and in the short 
term , an inordinately large quantity of 
smokes and pop. Harmless. But, I must 
/ 
admit, the grand scope of the thing forced me to 
assess my own interests in terms of the problem . 
As I said before, it became difficult to wade 
through the sea of data that was eventually 
produced. Everyone who wanted to be one 
became a Y2K "expert" in some way. The 
television got really sloppy with this kind of thing. 
"This is Naomi Tresselberg and Jaques Tiwiwi 
reporting to you live from Paris. Tonight, we will 
tell you how the Y2K computer bug will affect the 
fashion industry. Please, stay tuned. This 
important information is being brought to you by 
Y2K Consulting & Absorption, Inc. If you haven't 
paid someone a mint to tell you that your 
company needs to throw its entire computer 
system into a really big trash heap, call Y2K C & A 
today!" As much as the responsible media tried to 
quell fears and quash the panic that could become 
severely detrimental to society in a hurry, it turned 
3~ 
out that they were entirely 
if( 
overmatched. As soon as 
someone found a new way 
to profit from the panic, 
they did whatever they 
could to stir it up. 
When the various 
advertising 
echo the motives of the revolutionaries and their 
paranoid interest in civil unrest, things really 
started to get uptight. 
A perfect case in point: In August of 1999, 
the Takya Hedoph .357 Personal Assault Pistol 
was advertised in 37 national publications 
including a few major-market newspapers. Were 
people stupid enough to believe the company's 
claim that "Chaos is the inevitable result of the 
impending global system failure ... ?" Of course 
they were . Outraged groups of parents, teachers , 
and others who care about the preservation of life 
lined up to protest the ad. By September, no 
publication worthy of its own name would touch 
such an ad with a ten-foot pole. But August 
proved to be the biggest month Takya Hedoff 
Weapons and Supplies, Inc. had ever had. They 
broke every company record and received orders 
to ship more PAP's than they could manufacture 
for at least the following 8 months . One 
advertisement had insured the company's success 
well into the fateful next year. 
prepare more before I get caught with my pants 
down, he says. But, whenever he gets on my 
case about it, I only have to mention our other 
roommate, Wayne , and Hadwin's onslaught is 
averted. Hadwin gets down on bended knee and 
worships his computer on a daily basis. It has 
become his lifeline to the outside. Wayne is 
convinced that computers are evil. He sits in his 
room - humbly furnished with a bed, a table 
made from a banker's box and a shred of cloth, 
and a rocking chair that his great-uncle made for 
him - and pays homage to the traditional and the 
forgotten . His studies keep his mind on dead 
languages and forgotten lore, and his minor in 
mandolin performance further suggests his 
detestation for the new. 
Wayne should be home any minute now. 
I've been sitting here in the living room all 
afternoon reading Grendel comic books while I 
wait for the alleged catastrophe. Hadwin's door is 
open, and I can hear him counting cases of pop. 
He 's been spending lots of time doing this today. 
Anyway, I 
couldn't get 
myself to freak 
out about the 
Chaos is thcz inczvitablcz rczsult of thcz 
He had to shut 
his computer 
down a little impcznding global systczm failurcz 
while ago, in 
issue like Hadwin did. I tried to approach it 
rationally. I had lived in Florida when I was young , 
and had seen my family preparing for hurricanes 
every fall. My father always made a special trip to 
the store a week or two before the season 
started. He would buy water , canned food, 
batteries, propane , and everything else that a 
group of people would need if there were no 
electricity or running water. These were my fears 
about the Y2K event: systems like power and 
water. I prepared as if a hurricane had been 
predicted to strike the entire world on December 
3 I . Sometimes hurricanes bring down all of an 
area's water and power. Sometimes they huff, 
and they puff, and they blow right by. Sometimes 
they turn around and fizzle in the ocean before 
anyone ever sees them. That is Y2K. 
Hadwin says that I'm an idiot. I should 
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case the power goes down "in anticipation of the 
event." I'm worried that he might not make it all 
the way to midnight. When he's not counting , 
he's screaming about the END. 
I hope that Wayne arrives soon, because 
Hadwin is already on his 453rd case of soda. He 
only has 500 . I fear that when he reaches 500, 
the time will come for a new and exciting 
installment in the I'm-more-ready-than-you-are 
show. I can't take it again. 
This is the beauty of Wayne. With all of his 
archaisms, he has all but ignored the issue of 
Y2K. He concluded one argument with Hadwin 
by stating, "If we have no power or water on the, 
I will not work my gig at the automated car wash. 
Instead I will read books by the sun and play the 
mandolin by candlelight until those services are 
resumed. If the power and water supply turn out 
to be intact, I will not have the day off. That , dear 
roomie, is all." 
Wayne's brief tirade silenced Hadwin on that 
day. But nothing seems to be able to shut him up 
now. Without his computer , there is no channel 
for the furious anticipation that has been welling 
up inside of him for the last two years. It has 
become pure anxiety, and it feels as if it will 
consume him . 
"500 . Thank goodness, at least something 
around here is the way it's supposed to be. I 
swear, if I thought any lazy ingrates were stealing 
my soda I'd have to take them out." Hadwin has 
just uttered this subtle conservation starter from 
within his room . He will wait for me to bite, to 
effectively enter the conversation as the accused. 
Only then will he leave his room - allegedly never 
having intended to - but angry enough to address 
my ignorance. Well, like I said, Wayne should be 
back from the car wash any time to bail me out. 
Perhaps this time , I'll bite. 
"You'd do it just to get my toilet paper, you 
neurotic wretch! " Really, I think this will be fun. 
"Neurotic! We'll see who's neurotic later 
tonight won't we? You two sorry bastards are 
going to be beating my door down when the 
convenience store across the street can't open its 
doors to sell you cigarettes. No power means no 
sale, asshole!" This was actually one of Hadwin 's 
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more charming and eloquent remarks of late. He 
had been assured by his buddies on the 'net that 
all those around him would become enemies in 
the fight for various products. Over the last day 
or two, I've noticed that everybody - not just 
Wayne and me, everybody - of whom Hadwin 
speaks has become an "asshole" or "greedy 
suckfish" or whatever pejorative word or phrase 
you like. He seems unable to accept the 
possibility that no one is out get him or his filthy 
diet cola. Perhaps I'll light a smoke to begin my 
reply. 
"Dude, I 
would quit smoking before I 
smoked those bargain-
basement , bottom-of- the-
barrel smokes that you have. 
That's first." Then, a pause, a 
slow drag, and, "Secondly, if I 
really need smokes, and 
there's going to be chaos 
anyway, can't I just run across 
the street, throw a cinder 
block through the window 
and take all the smokes I 
want.. .and Honeybuns, too?" 
He 's not saying anything. He seems to be 
contemplating the notion of looting . Wait , he 
seems to have gotten his ground . "Look, man. 
You've been sitting on yer ass for two years now 
while I've been getting ready for the fight. .. " 
"Fight!?!? What in God's name are you talking 
about, you idiot? There is no fight, man. Just a 
bunch of computers that aren't going to know the 
date." I had to cut him off. I hate when he starts 
talking about "the fight." He picked it up when he 
got into studying the militia groups. In reality, 
though, Hadwin doesn't intend to do any more 
then get his system running again and continue 
with his sordid life - smokes, soda, and electronic 
pals. 
"You wouldn't say that if you were in a 
hospital, dude. What if you were gettin' yer drugs 
through the computer-regulated dosage 
dispenser, huh? Embedded microprocessors, 
man. You're screwed!" 
Okay, I was wrong. This nut-job isn't fun. 
suppose that I was lying to myself before. 
Anyway, I think that Hadwin needs to be alone. 
I'm going up to the car wash to see Wayne. 
Now, where's my jacket...? 
"Where d'ya think you're goin', meatball? 
You can't go out there, man. Not now. The 
moment is nigh!" At Hadwin's insertion of the 
religious overtones, I have traditionally fled. In this 
instance, I happen to have found my jacket and 
am leaving at its utterance. Very convenient. I 
heard "You'll regre-" as I slammed the door on 
my way out. I'm sure that when I return , he will 
be calmly and quietly reassessing his stock of 
cigarettes. 
6 MONTI-IS LATER 
Well, it's the year 2000 and 
almost everything is as it has 
always been. We had some 
rough patches back there in 
January, and, a little in 
February. But, we never 
had anything that was bad 
enough to risk lives or the 
peace. As a matter of fact, 
Wayne and I, both 
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scheduled to work on New Year's Day, made it in 
to work on time . We didn't lose power, so my 
clock/radio went off. Wayne wakes up with the 
sun or some crazy nonsense, and his sidereal 
clock was in perfect working order. He washed 
cars the whole day. 
Hadwin lost his job on January I , 2000. He 
had been jockeying a computer for some 
information resource league out of Minneapolis. 
The only lasting effect, it turned out, of the 
millennium bug was that the internet became 
practically impossible to use. There were so 
many errors coming from so many directions that 
no one could get anything done on-line. 
He is expected to be released from the 
Happy Acres Sanitarium and Restoration Clinic 
sometime in the next few months. Wayne and I 
have rented out his room in the 
meantime. But the new tenant 
feels uncomfortable with 
the wall of soda, and the 
smokes are beginning to 
stink up the place. The new 
guy should leave just in time 
for Hadwin to come home. 
I'm glad that this 
kind of thing only 
happens once 
every I 000 years. 
13 ~ 
Cr CJ. s st n9 by Olly Pandarwani 
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In August 1997, I left all I had known and 
grown accustomed to over the course of eighteen 
years, to come to the U.S. for my bachelor's 
degree. Some thought it was a foolish idea, saying 
that I would come back home, after wasting a lot 
of my time and money. Luckily for me, I chose to 
stick with my decision. My first few days here 
were miserable. I was terribly 
homesick , and wasn't able to enjoy 
any of the events being held for 
incoming freshmen . The culture 
shock was more severe than I had 
imagined, and it made me miss 
home all the more. The 
international student population at 
Coastal was over 2%, but right 
then, it felt like I was the only one 
around. I soon found out how 
wrong I was. 
As things started to settle into a regular 
schedule and the semester started to pick up, I 
came across more and more international 
students like myself. The first international student 
I met was Jelena Mirkovich , an athlete and 
chemistry major from the former Yugoslavia, who 
was attending the Honors Orientation . Talking to 
her, I began to find out more about Coastal's 
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international student population. I asked her how 
she had come to the U.S. and why she had 
chosen Coastal. " At home , you can study, or you 
can be in sports. Here I play on the volleyball 
team, and can still be a serious student. And at 
Coastal I earned a full scholarship for doing that." 
When I inquired around some more, I found 
that even though two-thirds of our international 
students are recruited through the sports teams 
on campus, their home country 's non-availability 
of sports-study combinations is not the only 
reason Coastal is popular with foreign students. 
Bjarki Stefansson, a finance major and sophomore 
from Iceland, said ''A finance major was not 
available back home. I wanted more than a 
general business degree, and English was my best 
foreign language. Beside, the business school 
here is much better ." 
But along with that, he 
added what is probably 
the single most 
important reason that 
the majority of us 
international students 
have chosen to study 
abroad , you get to travel 
and see many places, 
widen your horizons, 
and get a new perspective on things." 
In the middle of the fall semester, we had an 
International Student Picnic. I had no clue there 
were so many countries represented on campus. 
If there's strength in diversity, Coastal is one 
mighty strong school, for there on the terrace in 
front of the pool, were international students 
representing over seventy countries. We were 
large enough to be called a community, a word 
I had heard everybody use so often when they 
talked of belonging, and being part of a group. It 
was an unofficial support group whose members 
helped each other simply because they were all 
sharing the same joys and fears; because they 
understood how it felt to be so far away from 
those you have loved all your life, from everything 
you are used to and had around you when you 
needed it the most-family, friends, pets, favorite 
toys even. But most of all, because they shared 
the feeling of being different, of speaking in a 
different language, or in an accent that made 
everyone in class turn around and stare at you, or 
of longing for the food that no one around you 
has ever heard of. 
Meeting all these students made me more 
and more interested in Coastal's international 
student population as a whole. Recently, I spoke 
with Geoff Parsons, the Coordinator of 
International Programs. Geoff told me that 
Coastal does not follow an aggressive recruitment 
policy for international admissions, so the size of 
the international population is pretty good. 
"Genera lly international students contact Coastal 
through the Admissions Office. Now though, 
more and more are accessing our Web site. 
Nearly every week, I find myself forwarding 
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requests for information to the Admissions Office 
from applicants who have found Coastal on the 
Web." 
International students have to meet certain 
criteria, including standardized testing for 
proficiency in English (TOEFL), and furnish proof 
of financial support for the four years of study in 
the U.S., before they can be admitted to an 
American university. "Once applicants have been 
admitted to Coastal, we provide them with an 1-
20 form which enables them to obtain a student 
visa from the U.S. Embassy in 
their home country," Geoff said. 
I think back to the time when I 
stood in a queue from 4 to 
IO a.m. outside the U.S. 
Embassy before being let in for 
an interview that lasted less than 
five minutes. 
Around campus, I 
happened to talk to a few other 
students who have come to the 
U.S. for their undergraduate 
studies, and asked them about 
their experiences as 
international students in the 
U.S., and their thoughts in 
general about Coastal. 
Hirokazu Sasakura, a senior and Accounting and 
Finance double major from Japan, reports, 
"I wanted to learn English, and the U.S. was my 
first choice for that for many reasons." 
Chika Ekeji, a freshman and Computer 
Science major from Nigeria, added, "The facilities 
and resources available to students in the U.S. are 
far greater than those back home, and the class 
sizes here are much smaller than the 150-200 in 
schools in Nigeria. It gives us a lot more 
opportunity to have student-instructor interaction 
and hands-on experience instead of a I 00% 
theoretical education." On being asked why he 
chose Coastal, he said, " The location is ideal. It's 
close to the beach. Going to school doesn't 
involve isolating oneself in a small college town 
and cutting oneself off from the world." 
I certainly agree with Chika about the 
facilities, and remember what Geoff had said 
earlier, "If requested, we are happy to meet new 
internationals at the airport and help check them 
into the dorms. Also, we facilitate their getting 
settled by helping to open bank accounts, taking 
them shopping and organizing activities and trips. 
Students are encouraged to visit us throughout 
their undergraduate experience if we can be of 
any help in any way." When I look back at my 
freshman year I remember that the Office of 
International Programs 
was more than a 
contact place for me. 
It was also my refuge 
when I needed any 
sort of help, especially 
during my first 
semester. 
Both Geoff 
Parsons and Pat 
Bennett in the 
International Programs 
Office were extremely 
helpful to me . They 
took the time to help me become familiar with 
the campus and surrounding areas. Pat took me 
shopping for my dorm room and to open a bank 
account, whi le Geoff took me to Broadway at the 
Beach and my first look at the Atlantic Ocean . 
Although I was being helped by quite a few 
people in the process of getting settled in, and 
meeting more and more internationals as time 
went by, I still couldn't help feeling out of place, 
and though it took me quite a while, I did 
eventually get used to my new environment. 
There were quite a few things I had to adjust to. 
The college environment in the U.S. was a whole 
lot different from back home. At first I found it 
weird when some of my professors insisted on 
being called by their first names. That was 
something unheard of in my home country. The 
casual attire and informal demeanor of some of 
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my instructors seemed so out of place when I 
compared them to college professors in India. It 
took me some time to become "unstarched" and 
comfortably participate in class like other students. 
I was grateful for the fact that I did not have a 
language barrier, and that my English was pretty 
good, especially when I saw Zou Li from China 
lug his huge English-Chinese dictionary to every 
class. I was also grateful to several international 
students and my friends from the Honors 
Program, along with some very supportive 
professors, who helped me get through the times 
I 
when I was 
adjusting to 
anew 
environment 
in a foreign 
land, by 
being a 
friend when 
I needed 
one, and to 
every one 
who made 
an effort to 
make me 
feel at home. Although I miss my family in India all 
the time, I feel that I have found a new one here 
at Coastal, and I know I can depend on them to 
see me through the most difficult times when they 
come. 
This is my fourth semester at Coastal, and in 
the year and a half that I have been here, I have 
met such a wide variety of people and been 
exposed to so many different situations that I 
would never have experienced if I had stayed at 
home and gone to college in India. Coming to 
the U.S. and to Coastal has made such a deep 
impact on my attitude an outlook towards life. I'd 
recommend at least a semester, if not a year, 
abroad to everyone. 
It's an opportunity that I cherish, and one that 
I don't think anyone should miss. 
I""'""-- -- -- - --- ------~ 
In a survey of 350 students, we asked where would b 
Warning: Due to1 e act t at campus police will be monitoring these locations very closely 
from here on, we strongly discourage any sexual activity in these areas. 
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: the craziest places on campus for ... 
Have you been here lately? 
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On March 21, 1998, the Wall School of 
Business received the American Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) 
accreditation. This honor places the Coastal 
Carolina Business School in the top 25% of 
business schools in the world. In order to 
qualify for the AACSB, the entire university, and 
the Wall School of Business had to endure a 
rigorous process. 
The process began about ten years ago 
when Dean Peter Barr took his position in the 
Wall School of Business. After debating the issue, 
"The faculty decided they wanted to take that 
path," stated Barr. This meant a self-examination 
of the curriculum and its counterparts to 
determine what changes must be made to qualify. 
For the next several years, the Wall School 
implemented changes to enable it to apply. In 
1992, the actual process of the accreditation 
began. Over the next two years, with Barr 
heading the process, a mission and a vision were 
established. In the third year, the schoo l applied 
for precandidacy membership. 
"We had to finalize the mission, including 
implementing ideas, and designating key goals and 
objectives," remarked Professor Jim Eason. The 
faculty had to develop a strategic plan within the 
context of the mission and vision and also 
demonstrate progress toward the set goals. Dr. 
Samuel Wathen recalled, "We had to put the 
process in place to monitor it, providing statistical 
standards to show that goals were being met." 
Once accepted into candidacy status, a complete 
self-examination plan had to be written. The 
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by Wendy Ware 
faculty and staff of the Wall School of Business, 
with President Ronald Ingle, Provost John ldoux, 
the Board of Visitors, and various other members 
of the Coastal Carolina staff, participated in the 
accumulation of this plan. The officers in many of 
the business clubs were part of the examination 
process. Dean Davis Havey of West Georgia 
College served as the AACSB consultant 
throughout the accreditation process. 
Every aspect of the business program had to 
be reviewed: the faculty composition, the 
curriculum content, the instructional resources, 
the students, and the intellectual contributions. 
The curriculum content for the business school 
was not the only portion reviewed. Every class 
required to receive a business degree was 
reviewed, such as the math courses and the 
computer courses. "Courses are taken from 
various departments, so what was taught in math 
had to pertain to the business curriculum," stated 
Barr. The prerequisite and contents for each class 
had to be determined. Other areas examined 
were the library resources, the financial plan, the 
enrollment management process, the financial aid 
program, and institutional research. Every step of 
the education process had to be documented. 
"Technical and ethical aspects, social and political 
sciences, diversity, international business and many 
other areas had to be covered, and documented 
to what extent they were covered," said Professor 
Eason. Even the office hours of professors had to 
be examined. 
Many changes had to be made in order to 
meet the AACSB standards. The computer 
technology available had to be increased, as well 
as the library resources, and number of staff. As a 
result of this process, exit interviews and exams 
were added. "Exit interviews allow us to know 
what to look for and what needs to be 
addressed, " said Professor Nale. In addition, 
intellectual research and publications have 
drastically increased. "Getting faculty involved in 
research allows students to coauthor papers, 
present at national and international conferences, 
and participate in ongoing research projects," 
commented Professor Eason. 
The AACSB accreditation means many things 
to the Wall School of Business and Coastal 
Carolina University. The accreditation shows that 
an external source has examined the business 
curriculum and justified the legitimacy of the 
program . It gives students and parents confidence 
that the education each student receives is of top 
quality. In addition, it offers many opportunities 
that would not otherwise be available. The Wall 
School of Business is eligible for various grants that 
are only given to accredited universities. It is 
believed that it will also aid Coastal in recruitment 
The process required a substantial 
investment by Coastal Carolina 
University. All of the changes 
necessary to qualify required financing. 
Approximately I .5 million dollars had 
to be raised. Thanks to the efforts of 
The AACSB accreditation ia 
of students and 
faculty. Many 
international 
students are 
aomethlnt) to Le proud of for 
everyone involved with 
Coaatal Carolina Uni veraity 
required to 
attend AACSB 
accredited the Board of Visitors and numerous 
organizations and private citizens, this 
goal was met and exceeded. President Ingle 
stated, "The Board of Visitors were the driving 
force for raising money for improvements to the 
library and computer facilities." They also played 
a valuable role in building the mission, revising the 
curriculum, preparing for the visitation team, and 
providing students with internships. 
The final step of the process involved a 
visitation team sent to Coastal Carolina University 
to obtain a first-hand look at the Wall School of 
Business, to observe how the Wall School of 
Business operated, and to determine if the 
program met the standards of the AACSB. Dean 
Ken Peacock of Appalachian State University was 
the business adviser of the visitation team and 
helped in the preparation for this event. The 
visitation team questioned students, faculty, and 
the Board of Visitors. For three and a half days 
the team sat through class lectures, toured the 
campus, and reviewed records. This observation 
visit marked the conclusion of the accreditation 
phase. Soon after the team departed, Dean Barr 
received a letter acknowledging that the Wall 
School of Business had received accreditation. 
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universities. 
The South Carolina Commission of Higher 
education recently passed a requirement stating 
that all universities must be accredited to offer a 
Master's program. Dr. Linda Henderson pointed 
out that "The School of Business is now eligible 
for two new business honor societies, Beta 
Gamma Sigma and Beta Alpha Psi." 
The AACSB accreditation is something to be 
proud of for everyone involved with Coastal 
Carolina University. "The Wall School of Business 
is one of several programs positioned to receive 
this type of accreditation. An example has been 
set, and it is a natural process for other 
accreditations to follow ," stated President Ingle. 
Having been the first school at Coastal to be 
nationally accredited, the experience of the Wall 
School of Business will be beneficial to other 
campus schools as they enter a similar process. 
Dr. Wathen summarized the value of the 
accreditation best when he said, "It tells the world 
that the students of the Wall School of Business 
are able to compete with other national and 
international business schools." 
Js it '-52lll &reek to ]ou? 
translation byMark "Doc" Miller 
The goal of anyone who studies history 
should be to understand the future . Greek life 
has a rich history steeped in tradition and values. 
We also know that Greeks have drastically 
changed from their original intentions . From this, 
however, we can project where Greek life is 
headed in the coming years, both on the national 
level and on Coastal's campus. 
One thing that one can notice as a trend is 
that fraternities and sororities are more and more 
becoming community service organizations. Most 
national organizations have adopted a national 
philanthropy, which gives their individual chapters 
a common ground when it comes to serving their 
communities and their nation. Each organization , 
however, is different in that their national 
organizations have different resources to provide 
to their chapters. This is becoming less of a 
problem as the national organizations develop 
themselves . Once the undergraduate chapters 
have a more uniform set of resources to pull 
from, the Greek system will begin to be able to 
accomplish more, both locally and nationally. 
&reek 2listory 
The original "so-called" fraternity was 
founded in 1776 in Virginia. Students from the 
College of William and Mary met at the Raleigh 
Tavern in the upstairs loft. The purpose of the 
meeting was to provide a forum for a wide range 
of discussions from politics to music. They called 
themselves The Flat-Hat Club . History tells that 
even Thomas Jefferson was a member of this 
pioneering organization . 
During this time period , many thought that 
the famous Greek philosophers had an 
uncommon insight into the world. After all, many 
of the basic concepts of math, physics and even 
human psychology came from the Greeks. A 
man named John Heath decided that a Greek 
name was more fitting for the group. Through his 
studies in Greek he found the name Phi Beta 
Kappa (<I>BK) to be most appropriate . 
The new fraternity became very popular on 
the campus, so the group had to enter into a 
selection process for new members . The idea of 
a secret initiation was also implemented to 
separate members from non-members. To gain 
access to the meetings a secret passage was 
created, including the classified hand shake. The 
membership consisted of only men because 
women of the time did not generally attend 
college. As times changed so did that trend. 
More and more women started to attend college, 
but the groups kept their membership all-male. 
The idea of Greek letter societies spread 
throughout the nation , and even women wanted 
to be a part of this revolutionary idea. In 180 I, 
two all female groups arose at Wesylan Women's 
College in Macon, Georgia: the Adelphian Society, 
also known as Alpha Delta Pi (ALi<I>) and the 
Philomethian Society, known as Phi Mu (<l>M). 
These groups would retain the name of 
fraternities, not sororities . 
By this time there were a variety of different 
types of fraternities . Many of the members had 
moved to other institutions and felt a sense of 
loyalty to their fraternity. They decided to start 
new organizations and keep the same names as 
the ones that they were in originally. This would 
create a foundation for national fraternities . Each 
of these groups would set up a central office to 
regulate and expand their fraternity on other 
college campuses. Each separate school's group 
would now be referred to as a chapter of the 
national organization . 
After the Civil War, the growth and 
expansion of fraternities would hit a boom period. 
More and more new organizations formed , and 
the already existing fraternities would reach new 
universities. A new feature in the world of Greek 
life would now evolve. The members, who had 
already recognized commonalties among each 
other, decided to share residence. These 
residences became fraternity chapter houses. 
~eputations ().{/on and ,.Cost 
The roles of fraternities and sororities would 
mature. These organizations would find 
themselves involved in campus politics. Members 
would unite to protect their common interests. 
These organizations also became outlets for social 
activity. As a national fraternity would develop, a 
more unified idea would come about in the 
standards of the fraternity . The fratern ities would 
come to cherish their national history as well as 
the history of the formation of Greek life. They 
would develop member education policies for all 
of their new members. 
These same organizations would realize that 
they had the power to make a difference on their 
campuses and in their communities by serving a 
philanthropic purpose. Yet, in time , some of these 
chapters lost sight of their original purpose and 
perhaps re-evaluated their priorities . This would 
lead to the 't\nimal House" image. 
Alcohol and fraternities and sororities are 
thought of interchangeably. This is also becoming 
less common . Don 't get me wrong; people in 
Greek organizations have and will always have 
alcohol associated with them in some way. I 
mean, let's face it, the first ever fraternity meeting 
took place in a tavern. But now we find that 
Greeks must be accountable for our actions and 
the actions of our chapters. Greek organizations 
have insurance, and that insurance dictates how 
they may have alcohol. Some organizations are 
even declaring their chapters and their events 
't\lcohol-free ." This is less common and less 
effective than the preferred pathway of holding 
each other accountable. 
The issue of hazing is also synonymous with 
fraternities and sororities. This also is becoming 
less common. Greeks have realized that no 
matter how much they do for their members, it is 
not worth going through the humiliating and 
dehumanizing rituals that teach them nothing. 
This is not to be misconstrued to mean that it is a 
free walk into a chapter, but it is to say that the 
things that the chapters put their new members 
through are intended to teach them something 
about the organization, themselves, or each other. 
'7lt£ "'52/nimal 2louse" Syndrome 
When most people think of fraternities, 
sororities and Greek life in general, the image of 
John Belushi crushing a empty beer can against his 
forehead is by far the most common. The release 
of the movie 't\nimal House" gave the American 
public an inside view of the secretive organizations 
that have generated some concern in those who 
were not a part of them . The image was 
furthered by the release of similar movies 
including the "Nerds" series and "Porkys." 
If you are unfamiliar w ith these films, perhaps 
a refresher is in order . Picture a historic house 
with majestic white columns . A sign placed in the 
center of the second floor balcony declares the 
residents of the building. Upon closer 
examination , one may see someone's laundry 
haphazardly placed on the banister. A make-shift 
clothesline, upon which are hung worn-out 
jockey shorts, is suspended between the columns . 
Perhaps one might envision a young man sitting 
on the balcony with his shirt off, exposing a 
hideous beer gut. He may even be passed out 
due to some unknown toxin. He is probably 
accompanied by a young sorority girl who is sitting 
in his lap in her underwear and under the 
influence of the same toxins as her male 
companion. 
J2/nimal 2/ouse 7Jecor 
On the first floor, perhaps visions of a variety 
of beer cans and bottles scattered about might 
catch one's eye. An old two-seater swing that no 
one in his right mind would sit in is suspended 
from the ceiling with what appears to be duct 
tape. Perhaps it was done by the one chapter 
brother who was majoring in engineering . Before 
one can enter the building itself, one would have 
to pass the guard dog . This is the ugliest mutt that 
anyone has ever seen, but it is not too intimidating 
because it seems also to be under the influence, 
which seems odd because it would be difficult for 
a dog to open up his own beer. 
After making it into the house, one finds a 
mother's nightmare. The house itself seems not 
to have been cleaned since it was built. Actually, 
there is some question as to whether it was even 
cleaned then. Moving on , one finds that there is 
some confusion as to where the laundry room is, 
because there are clothes simply strewn about 
every room. If one wishes to sit down, he may 
be out of luck, because all of the couches are 
occupied by half-naked couples suffering from the 
same ailment as the dog and the people on the 
balcony. All the chairs are either full of discarded 
Dixie cups, beer cans, potato chip wrappers and 
condom wrappers , or they are stained with 
something that even the science majors can't 
figure out. If someone would like to throw 
something away, he might be hard pressed to find 
a trash receptacle, and may have to give in to the 
house trend of just throwing it on the floor or 
even out of the window. 
J2/nimal 2/ouse ]ard J2/rt 
If one gets hungry and has the good fortune 
of actually finding the kitchen, he might get more 
than he bargained for , because the only thing in 
the refrigerator is some mold , which is either a 
biology project or a two-week -old pizza slice. If 
the sight of that makes one queazy, he might want 
to head outside for some fresh air on the back 
deck of the house. There he might find a dirt 
yard with one or two small patches of dead grass. 
Other items that might be seen include a car on 
blocks that looks like it is a permanent fixture and 
a ton of tires that are not on the car but are in a 
separate pile on the other side of the yard. 
There, of course, one would find the trash cans 
that he was looking for earlier, but they would 
be filled with half-melted ice and expired kegs, 
which explains why every one in the house 
seems to be ill. 
So, one might think that the fraternity/ 
sorority house occupants are simply in school for 
a drunk fest , or a four-year bender, whichever 
you prefer. They might think, and probably do, 
that the occupants have a very low self-esteem 
and a very low level of motivation, because no 
one seems to be among the living until at least 
noon, and even that is a stretch. One might think 
that they buy their friends, because nothing in the 
house costs more than $ I 5 except of course the 
$6,000 stereo that seems to play "You've Got to 
Fight for Your Right to Party" by the Beastie Boys, 
over and over and over again. They might think 
that these people care nothing for their campus, 
their community, their family, or themselves . But 
they would be wrong! 
&oodbye J2/nimal 2/ouse 
This image acted as a wake up call for today's 
Greeks. We now realize that not only is our 
image negative, but also that it is very much 
undeserved. There are, no doubt, chapters that 
do fit this negative mold, but for every one of 
those, there are a hundred that remember their 
original purpose . Look here at Coastal Carolina 
University, for example. 
The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon (1:<I>E) and Tau 
Kappa Epsilon (TKE) have been recognized by 
their national organizations as some of the most 
improved chapters in the nation. Being 
recognized by a national organization is no small 
feat as you are compared to some of the largest 
and most advanced universities. 
The women of Sigma Sigma Sigma (:EI.I.), 
newly chartered in fall 1996, have grown into 
campus leadership positions, including serving as 
Residence Assistants and Senior Class Senators. 
Also, the women of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, 
Inc. (AKA) fill active roles in the NAACP. 
Leadership Challenge, and include among their 
members the senior class president. 
The men of Pi Kappa Phi (TIK<I>) have won 
the illustrious Greek Cup for outstanding 
performance in almost all areas of college life, 
including having the highest fraternity GPA on 
campus for more than three years straight, 
topping out at an impressive 3 .0. 
Sigma Nu National Fraternity (I.N) has 
adopted a Substance Free Housing Policy for its 
chapters to assist in chapter accountability and 
safety. This idea is spreading like wildfire 
throughout the Greek community. 
Gamma Phi Beta (r<I>B) is recognized for 
their philanthropic endeavors, as are the women 
of Phi Sigma Sigma (<l>I.I.) (some female 
organizations have kept their designation as 
fraternities). Both of these organizations have 
raised money for charities ranging from the Tara 
Hall Home for Boys in Conway to the National 
Kidney Foundation. 
Alpha Sigma Phi (AI.<I>) and its members 
have reorganized internally to meet the changes 
of the Greek system. They have gone from near-
extinction to holding such revered positions as the 
lnterfraternity Council president. 
Other organizations such as Pi Kappa Alpha 
(TIKA) and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority (~I.0) 
join their fellow Greeks in addressing the 
challenges that face each member of the Greek 
system. These two organizations have taken the 
lead in the Greek community by making 
community service one of their top priorities . 
The original purpose of Greeks was to 
produce better, more well-rounded citizens. 
Members of fraternities and sororities realize that 
they are in college for an education, but education 
comes not only from the classroom, but also from 
each other. It comes from being involved, and it 
comes from being sociable. It comes from talking 
about organic chemistry and modern business 
concepts, and it comes from talking about alcohol 
and sex. Education can only be effective when 
one has a wide base on which to build. Greek life 
provides just that. 
Jn Closing ... 
In closing I would like to admit that I am 
biased in writing this article because I am a proud 
member of Pi Kappa Phi and have been for four 
years. I am not yet convinced that some bias is 
not a good thing because Greeks have been 
treated with bias for years. You see, I will 
continue to be a proud Pi Kapp until the day that I 
die , because being Greek has allowed me the 
freedom to pursue ideas and dreams that would 
have been difficult or impossible to attain 
otherwise. It has made me a better man, a better 
student, a better leader and a better person. 
Greek life has always has its critics and 
skeptics. There are those , even on our campus, 
who would say Greek life is not necessary. To 
that I say, don't knock it before you try it. To the 
members of the Greek organizations, their 
chapters have become an intertwined part of life 
both on-campus and off. They are not just clubs, 
but families away from home. They are groups of 
people with whom they have more in common 
than with any other, because they care for each 
other, not as friends, but as brothers and sisters. 
Greeks are your student leaders. Greeks are 
your nation's leaders. Greeks are your parents. 
Greeks are your classmates. Greeks are your 
friends. Today is a great day to be Greek! 
■ ■ 
From the Senior Class President 
When I first thought about selecting 
an institution of higher education, I 
automatically thought about well-
known, large institutions. To me 
that defined "the college 
experience." Fortunately, my major 
(Marine Science) eliminated all of 
those choices, and eventually led me 
to Coastal Carolina University. 
"What is this place?" I 
thought when I came for my first visit 
and then orientation. Coming in as a 
freshman, my only motivation was to 
sleep, go to class (when I felt like it), 
and go to a few meetings for some 
organization on campus so my 
parents would not think I was being 
"unproductive." Coastal looked so 
small and insignificant. Other than 
my major, the university had 
absolutely nothing to offer me (forget 
"the college experience"). Looking 
back, I realize that Coastal was the 
perfect place for me . 
When you go to a large 
university, it is very easy to go 
unnoticed. You are often just seen 
as a number instead of a person . 
Institutions such as those, simply 
embellish your resume. Coastal 
builds people . 
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At smaller institutions it is 
a lot easier to see how students 
can create positive change in their 
community . Being an active 
student on campus has taught me 
a lot about team-work, 
communication , and time 
management. 
Was I a part of "the 
college experience?" More than I 
ever realized: I do not believe that 
any other institution would have 
allowed me to do the things that I 
have done, and meet the people 
that I have met. For this I am truly 
thankful. 
To graduating seniors, do 
not look back on your college 
years as a waste of time. 
Regardless of what you may think, 
Coastal Carolina University has 
prepared you for the next phase in 
your life. Take what you have 
learned at Coastal, and use it to 
make you a more competitive 
person in the work force. Coastal 
has given you the skills. Now it is 
up to you to use the knowledge. 
Do not accept mediocrity in the 
face of adversity. Rise to the 
challenge, and show the world 
what CCU students are made of. 
Congratulations on all of 
your achievements! 
r"'71fany Crawford 
Official CCU Class Ring Unveiled 
The Coastal Carolina Alumni Association has 
announced that for the first time in the history of 
the University, we will have an "official" class ring. 
After discovering that CCU had no "official" class 
ring, the Alumni Association decided to 
commission a completely new design and have it 
adopted as the "one and only" class ring. 
It was decided early in the process that this 
would be an excellent project for the Class of 
1999. Tiffany Crawford, Senior Class President, 
was invited to be a major participant in the design 
selection process. She was aided in this project 
by committee members Mark Miller, SGA 
President; Mona Dukes, Alumni Director; Richard 
N . Weldon, Alumni Association President; Debbie 
Conner, representing the President's Office; Anne 
Monk, Office of Marketing Communications; and 
Dr . Robert Squatriglia, Vice President of Student 
Development, as well as a representative of the 
Ring Manufacturer . 
The manufacturer Uostens Corp.) was 
selected, and a final design was approved. The 
committee wanted a ring of simple elegance, that 
would be the same for both the lady's ring and 
the much larger male's ring. We also wanted the 
ring to reflect the important elements of our 
tradition ... such as the year of our founding, and 
the seal of the University. 
The final design of our ring is a unique shape, so 
the ring company had to make a completely new 
master die to accommodate us. They are 
expediting the entire process so that the graduates 
of the Class of I 999 will be able to order rings 
prior to graduation this year. Representatives of 
the ring company will be on campus in April, and 
again at graduation , to take orders. 
The Alumni Association will also be 
announcing the availability of several new items 
for sale to students and alumni, including 
a special CCU embossed color coordinated 
matte and frame for your diploma , a special 
edition desk lamp with the University seal, 
and a special commemorative all-wood desk 
chair engraved and with the University 
seal embossed. 
Jessica C. Johnston 
Senior Art Studio major 
"We are the music makers, and we are the dreamers of the dreams." 
Michael Slattery 
Freshman Marine Science and Music major 
"Why are puppies cute, why do clowns make us laugh, 
why do little blue men hit me with fish." 
-The Tick 
Nathan Rood 
Freshman English major 
-WillyWonka 
"You have to be a little bit crazy to live in the world today." 
-Robin Williams 
Jordon Roberts 
Senior Marketing major 
'f\nything and all things can be accomplished, never say it is impossible." 
. :, .. , . ,, .. ,.....  
. . . . . 
Adalia B. Ellis 
Senior Histo ry major 
"Happiness is love's energy and faith's peace manifested." 
... . .. .... - . ... .. . . . . . . 
Parul Pandarwani 
Sophomore Business Management major 
'f\s long as we do not make the best effort we are capable of, we cannot feel 
discouraged by our failures. We cannot claim any success either." 
. . :•• 
- :• . 
Tabby Shelton 
Senior Interdisciplinary Studies major 
-Mother Teresa 
. :- . ... . 
"Make every moment count, for life is not a dress rehearsal." 
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Coastal Carolina University & 
J 
Carolina Trust 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
partners for the new millennium 
Special Joint Promotion 
Carolina Trust is extending special loan rates 
to all* faculty, staff and students 
when you purchase a new PC. 
Call for details 
(843) 448-2133 or 
(888) 448-2133 toll-free 
*subject to credit approval 
~ 
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